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ABSTRACT
This dissertation presents results of our studies in making data to decision pipelines for
embedded and social sensing e cient. Due to the pervasive presence of wired sensors, wireless
sensors, and mobible devices, the amount of data about the physical world (environmental
measurements, tra c, etc.) and human societies (news, trends, conversations, intelligence
reports, etc.) reaches an unprecedented rate and volume. This motivates us to optimize the
way information is collected from sensors and social entities. Two challenges are addressed:
(i) How can we gather data such that throughput is maximized given the physical constraints
of the communication medium? and (ii) How can we process inherently unreliable data,
generated by large networks of information and social sources? We present some essential
solutions addressing these challenges in this dissertation. The dissertation is organized in
two parts. Part I presents our solution to maximizing bit-level data throughput by utilizing
multiple radio channels in applications equiped with wireless sensors. Part II presents our
solution to dealing with the large amount of information contributed by unvetted sources.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Current work on sensor networks and general networking literature focuses on maximizing
classical network-level performance metrics such as delay or throughput. In contrast, this
thesis takes an end-to-end approach that improves e ciency of information delivery to the
recepient at di↵erent stages of a “data to decision” pipeline. E cient information delivery in
such a pipeline implies more than just throughput maximization but also includes maximizing
quality of information delivered for decsion-making We further generalize work on sensing
to include collection of information from social sources (in addition to physical sensors).
Di↵erent from the traditional model of sensing, in social and information centric sens-
ing, information and elements of social networks are considered as first class abstractions.
The objective of designing such a system is to maximize the net actionable information de-
livered at the very end of the processing chain to a decision-maker. Guided by this goal,
common services which operate directly on information and social network abstractions are
needed. These services are important since they allow system builders to design more so-
phisticated applications with less concern about low-level mechanisms for data collection,
cleaning, processing, and resource optimization. Thus, the application builders can focus on
high level information manipulation instead of optimizing low-level performance. Social and
information centric sensing push the frontier of sensing towards more integrated and jointly
optimized approaches across three important areas: communication networks, where data
throughput is the main focus; information networks, where actionable information is the
main focus; and social networks, where social sources and their relationships are the main
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focus. In this thesis, we consider optimizations at two di↵erent stages of the data to decision
pipeline:
• At the first stage, where data is collected from the environment (e.g., via sensors, or
via mobile devices operated by humans), we consider optimizing bit throughput. This
part is the more conventional and was done first. It is concerned with protocols that
optimize data collection systems.
• In the second stage, sensing applications handle information successfully arriving at
the backend. This stage is where algorithms are employed to extract high-quality
information from the myriads of collected data items generated by vast number of
users or sensors. A challenge at this stage is to know which pieces of information
are more important, to invest more computing power on (by applying more expensive
algorithms), and which are less important that one can simply ignore.
The goal of this dissertation is to develop e cient techniques for collecting, handling, and
processing large amounts of information from sensors and social network sources. Specifi-
cally, the main contributions of this dissertation are two-fold. First, we investigate algorithms
and protocols to make the communication layer able to collect more data given radio con-
straints. Second, we propose a new service to convert large amounts of low-quality data into
a manageable amount of higher-quality information.
The dissertation is organized as follows. In Part I, we present our research results in
maximizing communication throughput in networks of standard wireless sensing devices
equiped with a single half-duplex radio. In Part II, we present Apollo, a data distillation
service which allows the backend to e ciently select pieces of information that are more
valuable based on joint credibility assessment of information and its sources.
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PART I
Communication Layer
A “data-to-decision” information pipeline starts with collecting the raw data. In this sec-
tion, we address the e ciency of data collection using networked sensors. Devices equipped
with sensors and wireless radios have an increasingly pervasive presence. However, due
to the inherent physical characteristics of the wireless communication medium, there is a
limit on how much data can be tranfered among these devices within a given space and
time. Additionaly, due to energy limitations, these devices usually operate using simple
and energy-minimal hardware. For example, they most likely have only one radio device
which can operate on one frequency at a time. In this part, we present our approaches for
improving data collection throughput, and develop protocols to e ciently utilize multiple
radio channels simultaneously.
This Part is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we present a solution to increase though-
put by utilizing multi-channel communication for the most common and simple type of
wireless sensing applications: data collection. In Chapter 3, we present a more generic so-
lution for sensing applications using the same hardware configuration but with an arbitrary
tra c pattern.
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CHAPTER 2
A CONTROL THEORY APPROACH TO
THROUGHPUT OPTIMIZATION IN
MULTI-CHANNEL COLLECTION SENSOR
NETWORKS
Most currently deployed sensor networks use the same channel to communicate informa-
tion among nodes. This is a source of great ine ciency as it poorly utilizes the available
wireless spectrum. This study takes advantage of radio capabilities of MicaZ motes that
can communicate on multiple frequencies as specified in the 802.15.4 standard. We consider
the case of a data collection sensor network where multiple base-stations are responsible for
draining data from sensor nodes. A key question becomes how to assign nodes to wireless
channels such that network throughput is maximized. The problem is reduced to one of load
balancing. A control theoretical approach is used to design a self-regulating load-balancing
algorithm that maximizes total network throughput. It is evaluated both in simulation and
on an experimental testbed. The results demonstrate a significant performance improve-
ment. It is shown that a control theory approach is indeed needed to guarantee stability
in data collection networks and prevent undue oscillation of nodes among di↵erent wireless
channels upon dynamic changes in load conditions.
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2.1 Introduction
This chapter introduces a control-theoretic approach for maximizing throughput in multi-
channel sensor networks. The main problem addressed is one of designing distributed algo-
rithms for choosing node communication frequencies such that the total network throughput
is maximized. It is shown that delay incurred in propagating network state can cause instabil-
ity manifested in frequent switching of nodes among di↵erent frequencies, which reduces net-
work throughput.
The chapter derives stability conditions and shows that the resulting algorithm substan-
tially improves throughput over the selected baselines.
A significant number of present sensor node prototypes use radio modules capable of trans-
mission on multiple channels, such as the 802.15.4 radio. While a plethora of MAC-layer
protocols have been designed for sensor networks, implemented protocols have all featured a
single channel assumption. Throughput-maximizing dynamic assignment of nodes to chan-
nels has not been addressed.
An argument in favor of existing MAC-layer protocols is that most current sensor net-
works carry only very limited tra c, such as single integer values of infrequently measured
quantities (e.g., temperature). In such applications, network bandwidth is not the biggest
bottleneck. Instead, approaches that save energy (e.g., by turning nodes o↵, or manipulate
the length of packet preambles) are of more important concern. It is likely, however, that
more data-intensive sensors will be used in the foreseeable future. For example, sensors that
analyze spectral density, chemical composition, sound harmonics, or pictorial information
might send longer arrays of data and invoke the communication bottleneck. Our approach is
more appropriate for these higher-rate sensors. It should also be noted that our algorithm is
not a replacement of existing MAC protocols, but rather a complementary functionality that
can be composed with existing MAC layers. While we assign di↵erent frequencies to nodes,
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those nodes on the same frequency can still use existing MAC layers to improve e ciency of
communication.
While many di↵erent uses have been proposed for sensor networks, in the most common
scenario, sensor nodes collect information, process it en-route (if needed), and collect the
results at a set of pre-deployed base-stations. This scenario is also the most popular with
deployment. Hence, optimizing for this important special case can have a large practical
impact. The model assumes that sensors do not typically send packets directly to other
sensors except with the purpose of passing information to or from a base-station. In a
well-designed sensor network, the information flow is primarily from the sensors to the base-
station, with only sporadic commands communicated in the reverse direction. We call such
a model a data collection network . Hence, the main challenge addressed in this study is to
maximize the ability of such a network to relay information to base-stations by a judicious
distributed dynamic selection of communication frequencies for nodes.
Briefly, the proposed algorithm works as follows. Multiple base-stations collect data,
each at a di↵erent frequency. Base-stations are assumed to be connected (e.g., via the
Internet), and can therefore easily exchange data and load information externally. Hence, a
sensor node does not have to be statically bound to one base-station. Instead, each sensor
node independently chooses a communication frequency based on infrequently communicated
global state. The independent choices of the nodes result over time in a new load distribution
among the collection base-stations, that ultimately maximizes aggregate throughput.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.1.1 gives an overview of related
work. Section 2.2 describes the underlying analytic foundations. Section 2.3 presents the
protocol design and Section 2.4 describes the implementation details of the channel selection
algorithm on the MicaZ motes. Section 2.5 presents an evaluation both on a real testbed
and in simulation. While the former is needed to provide experimental validation, the latter
is important in that it explores a larger space of network design parameters. The chapter
7
concludes with Section 2.6, which presents a summary and directions for future work.
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2.2 Theoretical Foundations
To maximize the throughput in a multi-channel network during high load, it is necessary
to balance the load at the di↵erent base stations. Otherwise, congestion at the over-loaded
channels will reduce the total network throughput. This section describes distributed control
algorithms to achieve load balancing in multi-channel sensor networks. We consider a sensor
network with N nodes and C base stations. Each base station communicates on a dedicated
channel, and each node is connected to only one base station at a time (possibly through
a number of hops). The load and number of nodes at channel i are denoted Mi and Ni,
respectively.
To balance the network load, each node periodically decides which channel to use based
on measurements coming from its current base station. We assume that all base stations are
connected and thereby are able to share their load measurements. Thus, each node receives,
at each sampling instant, a packet containing the vector M = [M1M2 . . .MC ]. The packet
also holds the current value of N , the total number of nodes in the network. The control
signals computed in each node at every sampling instance are probabilities for that node to
switch to another channel than the one it is currently using. The probability for a node at
channel i to switch to another channel, j, is denoted Pij.
The switch probabilities are local control signals in the nodes, designed to control the
global performance of the distributed load balancing problem. The reason for using switch
probabilities is to avoid excessive oscillations in the loads at the di↵erent channels. It is
only desirable that a fraction of the nodes in the overloaded channels switch in order to
balance the network. Furthermore, in networks of large diameter, or if the sampling interval
of the switch decisions is short, the load measurements received at the nodes may experience
substantial delay in relation to the sampling interval. This delay may cause instabilities in
the control loop manifested by oscillation in the channel loads.
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In the following sections we model the system, and use this model to come up with
appropriate control strategies to achieve load balancing. We also show how these strategies
may induce heavy oscillations in the network loads as a result of non-trivial delay in the
measurements. It is finally demonstrated how these oscillations are eliminated by adjusting
the controller gain based on a dynamic analysis of the closed-loop control system.
2.2.1 Modeling
In the following derivation we assume that all nodes in the network contribute equally with
a load denoted by L. Furthermore, the equations below assume that all nodes are able to
switch, and in doing so they only bring their own load to the new channel. The larger
load at parent nodes will later be considered as an additional scaling factor on the switch
probabilities.
The load at channel i at time k is given as Mi(k) = Ni(k) · L. The switch probabilities
Pij(k) computed at time k, will lead to a fraction of the Ni(k) nodes leaving and other nodes
joining from other channels. We have at time k + 1 (the next sampling interval)
Ni(k + 1) · L =
0@1 X
j 6=i
Pij(k)
1A ·Ni(k) · L+X
j 6=i
(Pji(k) ·Nj(k)) · L, (2.1)
or expressed in terms of the channel loads
Mi(k + 1) =Mi(k) 
X
j 6=i
(Pij(k)Mi(k)) +
X
j 6=i
(Pji(k)Mj(k)) (2.2)
2.2.2 Static Control
The first approach will not consider the possible delay arising in the control loop, and
compute the switch probabilities as functions of the current load measurements, i.e., Pij(k) =
f(M1(k), . . . ,MC(k)). In the following we denote by Mr, the average load at all channels,
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Mr =
PC
i=1Mi
C . The desired stationary solution isMi(k+1) =Mr 8i and Pij(k+1) = 0 8i 6= j,
i.e., we achieve the stationary solution in one sample.
There are infinitely many ways to choose the switch probabilities, Pij(k), to achieve the
stationary solution. However, to minimize the total number of switches, we present a control
scheme in which channels, i, for which Mi(k) > Mr distribute their excess load between the
underloaded channels and nodes in the underloaded channels do not switch. Furthermore,
the switch probability will be higher to switch to the more underloaded channels.
Define S as the set of channels for which Mi(k) < Mr, i.e., the underloaded channels. The
algorithm then becomes
Pij(k) = 0 8j if Mi(k) Mr,
Pij(k) = 0 if Mi(k) > Mr and j /2 S,
Pij(k) =
Mi(k) Mr
kj ·Mi(k) if Mi(k) > Mr and j 2 S
kj =
P
n/2S(Mn(k) Mr)
Mr  Mj(k)
(2.3)
The first equation specifies that the switch probabilities for nodes in the underloaded
channels should be zero. The second equation says that no switching should occur between
overloaded channels. Finally, the last equation gives the switch probabilities from overloaded
to underloaded channels to achieve that Mi(k + 1) = Mr 8i. When all loads are equal, the
switch probabilities will be zero.
To show that the static control given by Equation (2.3) achieves balanced loadMi(k+1) =
Mr 8i, we substitute the probabilities in the model (2.2). For overloaded channels, i, we
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have that Pji(k) = 0, which gives
Mi(k + 1) =Mi(k) 
X
j2S
(Pij(k) ·Mi(k)) =
Mi(k) 
X
j2S
(
Mi(k) Mr
kj
) =
Mi(k) 
X
j2S
(
(Mi(k) Mr) · (Mr  Mj(k))P
n/2S(Mn(k) Mr)
) =
Mi(k)  (Mi(k) Mr) ·
P
j2S(Mr  Mj(k))P
n/2S(Mn(k) Mr)
=Mi(k) Mi(k) +Mr =Mr
(2.4)
A similar derivation can be performed to show thatMi(k+1) =Mr also for the underloaded
channels (here Pij(k) = 0).
The switch probability derivation above has assumed that all nodes contribute equally
and that each node only brings it own load if it decides to switch. This is not true for nodes
closer to the base stations, which will also bring the load of their children if they decide
to switch channel. It may also be the case that the loads of individual nodes are di↵erent
and change dynamically. To deal with this fact, we will add a scaling to the probabilities in
Equation (2.3).
Since the control packets from the base stations contain the total number of nodes in the
network, N , the average load per node may be estimated as Lˆ =
PC
i=1Mi
N . The scaling is then
computed as Lˆ/L¯, where L¯ is the total load at the node. If all nodes contribute equally and
all are one hop from the base station, then those scaling factors will all be 1. On the other
hand, if a subtree contains, e.g., four nodes (parent and three children), then the probability
for the parent to switch will be 1/4 of that of the children. This scaling of the probabilities
will e↵ectively reduce the likelihood of large fluctuations in the network load as a result of
parent nodes (close to the base stations) switching channels. This will also be evaluated in
12
simulation in Section 3.5.2.
2.2.3 Dynamic Control
In this section we examine the e↵ects of delayed measurements on the static control strategy
developed in the previous section. It is well-known from basic control theory, see, e.g., [1],
that delay decreases the stability of a feedback control system. In the presence of delay,
stability may be recovered by decreasing the gain of the controller. This can be explained
intuitively by the fact that, in the presence of a larger delay in a system, it takes more time for
the e↵ects of control actions to become measurable. The controller must therefore be more
“patient” or react slower to perceived performance deviations in order not to “over-react”.
In our case, this corresponds to multiplying the switch probabilities (2.3) with constants
K(d) < 1, where d is the input delay of the control system measured in the number of
controller sampling times.
Since the model and controllers are nonlinear, an approximate analysis will be used to
obtain an expression for K(d). The nonlinear system model, given by Equation (2.2), has
the control signals, Pij(k), multiplied with the current load, Mi(k). When no delay is
present in the system, this multiplication cancels the factors Mi(k) in the denominator of
the expression for the switch probabilities. By doing this cancellation also in the case of
delayed measurements, where Pij(k) is a function of Mi(k   d), . . . ,MC(k   d), the system
may be approximated as a linear integrator model
Mi(k + 1) =Mi(k) + ui(k), (2.5)
where the controllers, ui(k), are P-controllers with delay, i.e., ui(k) = K ·(Mr(k d) Mi(k 
d)). This linear approximation works well close to the stationary solution, where the Mi(k)
are almost equal.
13
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Figure 2.1: Bode diagram of the discrete-time integrator process. The phase loss induced
by a time delay will be recovered by decreasing the loop gain.
We will use frequency analysis to compute K(d). The condition for stability of a dynamic
feedback system is that the phase of its frequency response should lie above  180 degrees at
the frequency where the magnitude is equal to one. This frequency is called the cross-over
frequency. The phase distance to  180 at this frequency is referred to as the phase margin.
Magnitude and phase of a dynamic system are usually plotted on a logarithmic scale, which
is called the Bode diagram.
The phase loss induced by a delay, d, at the cross-over frequency, !c, is equal to !ch · d,
where h is the sampling interval. The Bode diagram of the system given by Equation (2.5)
is shown in Figure 2.1. We can recover the phase loss induced by the delay by decreasing the
gain of the system. The cross-over frequency is by definition given by |G(ei!ch)| = 1, which
for the integrator process (2.5) with transfer function G(z) = Kz 1 computes to 1 cos(!ch) =
K2
2 ) K ⇡ !ch. The condition for 45 degree phase margin at !c is
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Figure 2.2: Delay-dependent controller gain, K(d), to guarantee 45 degrees phase margin.
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(2.6)
Figure 2.2 shows the delay-dependent gain,K(d), that achieves 45 degrees phase margin for
di↵erent delays. The figure also shows an approximate delay-dependent gain of K(d) = 0.5d.
This approximation could be used if, for example, the delay changes dynamically, and an
adaptive delay compensation should be applied. This will simplify computation of K(d) and
still guarantee a phase margin of at least 45 degrees for all d. The phase margin will increase
somewhat for larger delays, but the simple rule to decrease the loop gain a factor 2 for each
sample delay will work fine for reasonable values of the delay. If the delay is very large, this
simple rule will render the system unnecessarily slow.
As an example, we will consider the case of two base stations. Here, the nonlinear model
equations become
M1(k + 1) =M1(k)  P12(k) ·M1(k) + P21(k) ·M2(k)
M2(k + 1) =M2(k) + P12(k) ·M1(k)  P21(k) ·M2(k),
(2.7)
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with the delayed control
P12(k) =
✓
M1(k   d) Mr(k   d)
M1(k   d)
◆
if M1(k   d) > Mr(k   d)
P12(k) = 0 otherwise
P21(k) =
✓
M2(k   d) Mr(k   d)
M2(k   d)
◆
if M2(k   d) > Mr(k   d)
P21(k) = 0 otherwise
(2.8)
Figure 2.3 shows simulations of the system given by Equation (2.7) under the control
given by Equation (2.8) with and without delay compensation. Observe that we simulate
the original nonlinear system model (and not the linearized one) together with the controller
derived from system linearization. The simulation considers 48 nodes all contributing equally
(load per node = 1). At time zero the system is unbalanced, with M1(0) = 10 and M2(0) =
38. The objective is to bring both loads to Mr = 24 by adapting the data collection trees.
The top two graphs show the performance for d = 1 and d = 2 samples, respectively, for
uncompensated control. The destabilizing e↵ect of the delay is clearly seen. The bottom
two plots show the improvements that are achieved by adjusting the controller according to
the derivation in this section. This demonstrates that the design above, which was based
on a linear approximation, also works when applied to the nonlinear system model. The
delay compensation will be evaluated in Sections 2.5.1 and 3.5.2, against real and simulated
networks.
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M1(0) = 10. The delay compensation removes the oscillations.
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2.3 Design
In this section, we describe the design of a network protocol used to implement the dynamic
channel selection strategy. We present the protocol in such a way that programmers who are
used to an event-driven programming paradigm will feel familiar and be able to re-implement
it. The five types of messages used in the protocol are shown in the table below.
The design presented here is for both collection and aggregation protocols. Most of the
design is similar for both protocols. The di↵erences are in the updating of the load at the
nodes and base-stations, which will be presented separately at the end of this section.
Message Type Included Information
Control Load on all channels,
sequence number,
hop of sender,
node count
Join Request sender ID
Join Accept hop of sender
Leave Announcement New channel
Data Data
Summary of the five types of messages.
2.3.1 Channel Load Consensus Among Nodes
As mentioned in Section 2.2, the loads of all channels are needed for the channel allocation
algorithm. This information is included in messages called Control messages sent from
the base stations. Control messages are broadcast out periodically from the base-stations
every T time units. When a node receives a Control message, it makes sure that the
message is not redundant by checking its sequence number. The node then follows the
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channel selection algorithm to select a new channel to operate on until a new Control
message arrives. If the result of the selection is the existing channel, the node rebroadcasts
the Control message for neighboring nodes.
2.3.2 Two Cases of Channel Selection
When a node switches to a new channel based on the designed strategy, we call that on-policy
channel selection. Before a node makes an on-policy channel selection, it broadcasts a mes-
sage notifying neighbors that it is leaving. This message is called a Leave Announcement
message. It then switches to the new channel without re-broadcasting the Control mes-
sage. Upon reception of a Leave Announcement message at a child, that child will also
switch to the same channel after re-broadcasting its own Leave Announcement message.
This makes all nodes under a sub-tree follow their parent to the new channel.
On-policy channel selection is not always successful, since there may be no reachable nodes
around on the new channel. When that happens, the node has to switch to another channel
with the hope that it can locate a parent. We call this o↵-policy channel selection.
The idea of the o↵-policy channel selection is simple: a node will try randomly a new chan-
nel which it has not used since the last failed on-policy selection. This can be implemented
by a ring in which each position represents a channel. At any instance of time, there is a
pointer pointing to the current channel. Whenever a node executes an o↵-policy selection,
the pointer is shifted clock-wise. The order of channels in the ring is shu✏ed randomly when
the node is turned on. This mechanism guarantees, after each switching, that the probability
to successfully secure a parent is increased (with the assumption that the density of nodes in
the network is relatively even). O↵-policy channel selection also happens when a node fails
repeatedly to send out data messages to its parent node.
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2.3.3 Parent Selection
Once a new channel is selected, a node needs to choose a parent out of those neighbors on
the new channel. Parent selection occurs in two cases.
The first case is when a node first arrives at a channel. It then broadcasts out a Join
Request message. If any node gets a Join Request message and if it already has a parent,
it will reply back with a Join Accept message to “adopt” the requesting node as a child.
As soon as the child gets a Join Accept message, it will select the sender as parent and
start to forward Data messages from its bu↵er immediately. Eventually, the child may get
other Join Accept messages back. Whenever it gets a Join Accept message, while it has
a parent already, it compares the hop of the sender and the signal strength with the ones
of the current parent. If the sender has a better pair of {hop, signal strength} – fewer hops
and stronger signal strength are preferred – it selects that sender as its new parent. The
smallest hop is preferred to make sure that there will be no circle in the tree, and strong
signal strength is preferred since it is a good and cheap indicator of link quality [2].
In the case the node does not get back any Join Accept messages after a specific window
of time, it will make an o↵-policy channel selection. By selecting the first responder as parent
immediately and then considering new parent candidates when new Join Accept messages
arrive, a node can start to send out data messages at the earliest time, yet still eventually
choose the most preferred parent.
The second case of parent selection is when a node selects a new parent at the time of
receiving a Control message. It again compares the pair {hop, signal strength} of its
existing parent with the sender of the Control message. The node will choose the sender
as its new parent if the sender has a better pair. This process helps the node maintain a
reasonably good parent in spite of the variance of the wireless links. Since parent changing
is done by simply changing a variable addressing the receiver of out-going data messages, it
can be done in negligible time.
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2.3.4 Updating Local Load
The local load at each node is part of the information needed to select a channel when a
new Control message arrives. It means that we need to measure it every T time units.
There are di↵erences in notations of load and how to calculate it between collection and
aggregation protocols.
2.3.4.1 Data Collection Protocol
In the collection protocol, we define the load of a channel as the total number of data packets
arriving per sample at the base-station dedicated for that channel. Consequently, local load
at a node is the total number of data packets received from its descendants plus the number
of data packets generated by itself. The load at a channel is simply computed as the arrived
data-packets per time unit at the corresponding base-station.
To calculate the load at a node, a trivial solution is to count the number of arrived and
generated messages of a node every T time units. However, load can be updated after the
arrival of a Control message. In that case, the load used for channel selection is out-of-
date and will a↵ect the channel selection policy. To avoid that, we use a bu↵er ring which
contains cumulative load of a node at the end of each shorter period. The total length of
these periods is equal to T . When a Control message arrives, load is computed simply by
subtracting the tail entry of the bu↵er from the head entry of the bu↵er. By doing that, we
have a more up-to-date estimation of the current local load.
2.3.4.2 Data Aggregation Protocol
In the aggregation protocol, data messages can be aggregated with others. Therefore, count-
ing the number of arrived messages at a basestation does not make sense anymore. Instead,
we define the load of a channel as the total number of data messages transmitted in the
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frequency of that channel. With that definition, the load balancing e↵ort still contributes to
maximizing the total throughput of the network. Consequently, the load at a node is defined
as the total number of data messages transmitted by its descendants and itself within a
period of time.
To be able to compute loads, we introduce a counter in the header of each data message.
When a data message is first generated, its counter is one. When messages are aggregated
to create a new message, the counter of the new message is the sum of all counters of the
contributing messages plus one. The load at each node is now computed as the sum of the
counters of all received messages plus the total number of data messages sent out. Finally,
the load Mi at a channel is the sum of the counters in the received data messages at the
corresponding base-station during one sample.
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2.4 Implementation
There are three di↵erent elements to our protocol: nodes, base-stations, and a distributed
coordinator. The task of the nodes is to collect data and forward data from their children
to their parent. Base-stations can be considered as a special type of node which does not
collect data but only receives data messages from its children. The network can be seen
as a collection of trees rooted at the base-stations. Each base-station works on a di↵erent
frequency. The coordinator exchanges load information among all base-stations (e.g., via
their Internet connection) who then gather Control messages and send them back to the
sensor network. In our implementation, the nodes are MicaZ motes and the base-stations
are workstations with MicaZ motes interfaced via MIB510 boards. The coordinator is a Java
program running on the workstations.
Figure 2.4 precisely defines the behavior of the nodes. The circles are states without
actions and are reached from an unconditional transition from other states. The rounded
boxes are states associated with an action. The solid arrows are events. The dotted arrows
are unconditional transitions from one state to another state. These are used to conveniently
describe actions with multiple steps.
The compiled code for the general protocol which is applicable for both collection and
aggregation protocol is 13542 bytes in ROM and 1091 bytes in RAM.
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Figure 2.4: State machine for sensor nodes.
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2.5 Evaluation
This section will present evaluation results for both experiments on a real testbed and sim-
ulations. Two separate sets of evaluations have been conducted to show di↵erent aspects of
the proposed control-theoretic load balancing strategy. The first will show that the control
strategies proposed in Section 2.2 actually achieve load balancing in the network. Here it will
also be demonstrated that the dynamic control strategy is e↵ective in reducing oscillations
when non-trivial delay exists in the load measurements. The second evaluation set will show
the improvements in network throughput that can be obtained using the suggested strategy.
2.5.1 Evaluation on an Experimental Testbed
2.5.1.1 Load Balancing
The first testbed experiment was done with 4 channels, and a frequency distance between
the channels of 2 MHz. 4 base stations were used and each used a separate channel to collect
data from a network of 24 nodes. The loads of all channels were sampled and broadcast
with Control messages from the base stations every T = 2 seconds. Each node generated
data with the same rate of 10 messages/sample. Figure 2.5 shows load balancing at channel
1 with compensation for di↵erent input delays, d. As the graph shows, the load balancing
works best for a compensation for d = 3  4.
The second experiment was done with a similar setting, except that the number of nodes
was increased to 36. As shown in Figure 2.6, the load on each channel now is not really
a straight line after the transient as was the case for 24 nodes. The reason is that when
the size of the network increases, the chance that messages get lost or are being dropped
also increases. That makes the load less smooth than with 24 nodes. We also examined the
average error rate w.r.t. the input delay d and realized that the best delay compensation for
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Figure 2.5: Load balancing experiment on a testbed with 4 channels, 4 base stations and
24 nodes.
the network now is 7, which cause the least average error ratio in the load balancing for the
network. The error ratio was computed as |Mi  Mr|/Mr. When the delay compensation
increases to 8, it takes longer time for the load to get balanced, which makes the average error
ratio during the experiment higher than for d = 7. The optimal value of d simply expresses
the actual delay in the control loop as a multiple of sampling time. Later, we show how
delay can be determined dynamically by our protocol so that it tunes itself automatically.
A third load balancing experiment was done with 2 channels, 2 base stations, and 24
nodes. The nodes in the network were divided into two logical groups: A and B. When the
network first started, nodes in A produced data messages with the rate 10 messages/sample
and nodes in B produced with double data rate at 20 messages/sample. After every 40
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Figure 2.6: Load balancing experiment on a test-bed with 4 channels, 4 base stations and
36 nodes.
samples, the roles were reversed. Figure 2.7 shows the load ratio of channel 1 over 1000
samples. As we predicted, the uneven data-rate of the nodes was handled well by the load
balancing algorithm. There was an interesting observation that at the first 4 data-rate
changing periods, the oscillations caused by the sudden data-rate change is noticeable. After
that, it becomes indistinguishable from the random noise in the load measurements. We
observe that nodes in the network were distributed naturally in a way such that on each
channel, there were approximately half of the nodes from A and half of the nodes from B.
In that configuration, even as the data-rate changes every 40 samples, the total load on each
channel is still almost the same.
The fourth experiment investigates adaptive delay compensation for a data aggregation
network. In the first experiment in this section we saw that the delay arising in the control
loop will depend on the number of nodes. Furthermore, the delay experienced by the di↵erent
nodes may vary over time. For this reason it may not be possible to decide a proper value of
d o↵-line. If it is chosen too small, we would expect large oscillations at high load. However,
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Figure 2.7: Load balancing experiment on a testbed with 2 channels, 2 base stations and
24 nodes. The nodes are divided in two groups A and B. At first, the data-rate at A is
twice that of B. After every 40 samples, all nodes change group.
if we choose it too large, the control would be unnecessarily slow when the actual delay is
low. Instead, if the real delay of the network can be measured and known by all nodes, the
optimal error rate can be achieved without a-priori knowledge of d.
This leads to an adaptive solution, in which the base stations collaborate to figure out the
real network delay and include that information in Control messages. Figure 2.8 shows
the performance when applying an adaptive delay compensation scheme. The experiment
was done with 2 channels, 2 base-stations, and 36 nodes. In the first 100 samples, 18 nodes
are present in the network, half of them have double the rate of the other half. Another
group of 18 nodes later joins the network, half of them also have double the rate of the other
half. After the 100th sample, the two halves of the first group switch their data rates. As we
observe, it takes around 10 samples for the adaptive scheme to balance the load after both
changes. No serious oscillations are present in the load.
Finally, we will present how the scheme estimates the delay on-line. It is non-trivial to
measure a common delay in the network, since each tree may have di↵erent delays. Instead,
each node will maintain a sequence number to be embedded in each new data message.
Initially, that sequence number is initiated as the sequence number of the last received
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Control message. Each time a node gets a packet from its children, it compares the
sequence number in the received packet with its sequence number, and resets its sequence
number with the sequence number in the received packet if that number is smaller. Anytime
a packet is generated at the node, that current sequence number will be attached to its
header. These sequence numbers are unchanged when data packets are being forwarded to
base-stations. Every T time units, the sample period, base-stations include the smallest
sequence number from data packets received within that period to the load report before
sending it to the coordinator. The coordinator then selects the smallest sequence number
among the channels, and the di↵erence between that number and the sequence number of
the coordinator is used as an estimate of the delay.
The above algorithm estimates loop delay. The base-station, in e↵ect, measures how many
sampling intervals it took for its Control message to be di↵used down the tree and for
packets from nodes receiving that message to get back to the root. However, if this raw
estimate of delay is embedded immediately into the Control message, actual delay may
be understimated because those packets experiencing the largest delay will be received last.
Delay under-estimation may cause large oscillations as the loop becomes less stable. To
handle this case, the raw delay samples are considered within a sliding time window. At any
instance, the delay fed to the Control message is the maximum delay in that window. The
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Figure 2.9: Throughput comparison in a 24-node network for: i) 1 channel, 1 base stations;
ii) 1 channel, 2 base stations; iii) 2 channels, 2 base stations with random channel selection;
iv) 2 channels, 2 base stations with load-balancing channel selection.
size of the sliding window itself should be of the order of the worst case possible network
delay so that delay estimates from the slowest packets can be considered.
2.5.1.2 Throughput Comparison
In this subset of experiments, we compare the throughput of the network with 24 nodes for
di↵erent channel settings. We consider 4 cases: i) network with 1 channel, 1 base station; ii)
network with 1 channel, 2 base stations; iii) network with 2 channels, 2 base stations with
random channel selection strategy; and iv) network with 2 channels, 2 base stations with
load-balancing channel selection strategy. The idea is to separate throughput improvements
due to use of multiple channels from that due to adaptive tree load-balancing. The nodes
have uneven data-rate as described in the third experiment in the previous section. The
results are shown in Figure 2.9, in which the the x-axis shows the average data-rate of the
nodes. The y-axis shows the throughput in received packets/sample.
We see that all cases get the same ideal throughput when the data-rate does not exceed
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16 messages/sample. When the data-rate increases, the throughput of the 1 channel, 1
base station network drops and decreases after 32 messages/sample when collisions become
serious. The network with 1 channel, 2 base stations works better, since it has less of a
bottleneck and, hence, the packet drops at the base-stations are reduced. Furthermore, the
base stations were positioned at two opposite sides of the network to maximize spatial re-use.
The third plot shows that the case with 2 channels and 2 base stations out-performs both
cases of 1 channel when the data-rate exceeds 16 messages/sample. Finally, from the fourth
plot, the throughput of the network with load-balancing is better than the network with
random channel selection when the data rate goes beyond 32 message/sample. Thus, the
tree load-balancing algorithm is needed to best utilize the available channel diversity.
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2.5.2 Simulation and Scaling
Simulations were conducted to complement the experiments and to evaluate the strategy for
a larger network and with other parameters.
2.5.2.1 Simulation Environment and Setup
The simulations have been run using Matlab and the TrueTime [3] toolbox. This simulator
uses Simulink, the graphical simulation environment of Matlab, and provides simulation
blocks to model networks and computer nodes. Each computer node contains arbitrary
code (tasks and interrupt handlers) written by the user as Matlab functions. The network
blocks simulate common wired and wireless MAC layer policies as well as a radio model for
simulation of wireless transmissions.
Each mote has an adjustable signal power and can communicate on a number of channels.
The transmission power and the receiver threshold are adjusted to change the network diam-
eter, i.e., to experiment with di↵erent number of hops from the di↵erent nodes to the base
stations. Furthermore, it is possible to change other network parameters, such as the data
rate, minimum frame size of packets, acknowledgment time-outs, and the maximum number
of retransmissions of un-acknowledged packets.
In the following simulations we will simulate the ZigBee protocol with a data rate of 250
kbit/second. The packets sent by the nodes are of size 40 bytes. The simulations consider
a setup of 48 nodes arranged in a 6 by 8 grid. Of these nodes, two are base stations
communicating on two di↵erent channels.
2.5.2.2 Load Balancing
This simulation will investigate adaptive delay compensation as described in the experimental
evaluation. We again consider two network halves with di↵erent load. At the middle of the
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Figure 2.10: Simulation of the adaptive delay compensation. The top plot compensates for
a too short delay, thus the oscillations at high load. The middle plot shows static
compensation for the large delay, which makes the system too slow in the beginning when
the delay is short.
simulation run, the total load increases and the two network halves change. This will cause
a transient in the load balancing and increased delay in the loop.
The results are shown in Figure 2.10. The top and middle plots show static compensations
for d = 1 and d = 3, respectively. Static compensation for d = 1 works well in the beginning
when the actual delay is small, whereas we get an oscillatory behavior when the true delay
increases. On the other hand, the static compensation for d = 3 works well in the end,
but gives a slow transient response in the beginning. The bottom plot shows the improved
performance achieved by an adaptive delay compensation, where the actual loop delay is
estimated and sent to the nodes in the Control messages. The average of the absolute
normalized error was computed to 0.11, 0.078, and 0.053 for the respective cases.
The simulations and experiments have, thus, shown that the approximate dynamic control
strategy derived in Section 2.2 is e↵ective to avoid oscillations in the load in the real and
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Figure 2.11: Comparison of throughput between the proposed load balancing scheme and
random channel selection in the two-channel case and 48 nodes. The figure also shows the
throughput when using a single channel.
simulated networks. Furthermore, if the delay changes dynamically this could be accounted
for on-line in order to achieve the best possible performance.
2.5.2.3 Throughput and Probability Scaling
The first simulation will investigate the throughput improvement achieved by our strategy
in the two-channel scenario with 48 nodes. As in the experimental evaluation, we compare
against a baseline case in which each node just randomly chooses a channel which it then
remains at. The results are shown in Figure 2.11. The x-axis shows the average send rate of
the nodes and the y-axis displays the number of received packets per second. An improvement
of around 10 percent is observed. The graph also shows the throughput for the case when all
nodes use the same channel and send data to the closest of two base-stations. As expected, a
substantial performance improvement can be seen between the one- and two-channel cases.
The results correspond well to the experiments.
The next simulation studies the throughput as a function of the network diameter mea-
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Figure 2.12: Throughput comparison between one and two channels for networks with
di↵erent diameter D (measured in hops).
sured in hops. The results are shown in Figure 2.12, comparing 4 and 9 hops for one and two
channels, respectively. In the one-channel case, the network is divided in two halves, each
sending to one base station. We observe that the throughput gained by using two channels
is much higher in the 4-hop case. This is due to the reduced interference between nodes
in larger diameter networks, where nodes only interfere with its closest neighbors. Thus,
the expected gain by the multi-channel strategy is more profound for networks with fewer
number of hops. For reliability, latency, and energy balancing considerations, it is expected
that practical data collection sensor networks will have a su ciently small diameter, which
is the case where the presented algorithm helps most.
Finally, the 4-hop simulation setup was used to evaluate the influence of the switch proba-
bility scaling outlined in Section 2.2.2. Figure 2.13 shows the switch frequency as a function
of the distance (in hops) to the base station. Observe that, as a result of the scaling, the
switch frequency is much higher for nodes farther from the base stations. Consequently,
pro-longed oscillations due to parent node switching are very unlikely and will be balanced
by switching occurring in the children nodes.
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Figure 2.13: Switch frequency as a function of the distance (in hops) to the base station.
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2.6 Conclusions
This chapter has presented a control-theoretic strategy to maximize throughput in multi-
channel sensor networks. The problem was cast as one of distributed load balancing, in
which nodes periodically take decisions on which channel to use. It was shown that a
dynamic control design was needed to avoid oscillations in the network load due to delays
arising in the control loop. Stability conditions were derived and analyzed. Design and
implementation of a channel selection protocol were presented for both data collection and
aggregation networks. The proposed strategy was evaluated both on an experimental testbed
and in detailed simulation. The next chapter will consider the design and implementation
of MAC layer protocols tailored to multi-channel sensor networks.
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CHAPTER 3
A PRACTICAL MULTI-CHANNEL MEDIA ACCESS
CONTROL PROTOCOL FOR WIRELESS SENSOR
NETWORKS
Despite availability of multiple orthogonal communication channels on common sensor net-
work platforms, such as MicaZ motes, and despite multiple simulation-supported designs
of multi-channel MAC protocols, most existing sensor networks use only one channel for
communication, which is a source of bandwidth ine ciency. In this work, we design, imple-
ment, and experimentally evaluate a practical MAC protocol which utilizes multiple channels
e ciently for WSNs. A control theory approach is used to dynamically allocate channels
for each mote in a distributed manner transparently to the application and routing layers.
The protocol assumes that sensor nodes are equipped with one half-duplex radio interface
which is most common in current hardware platforms. The protocol does not require time
synchronization among nodes and takes the channel switching cost of current hardware into
account. Evaluation results on a real testbed show that it achieves a non-trivial bandwidth
improvement using 802.15.4 radios in topologies which are typical in WSNs. The MAC
protocol was implemented in TinyOS-2.x and packaged as a software component to enable
seamless use with existing applications.
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3.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a practical design, implementation, and evaluation of a multi-channel
Media Access Control (MAC) protocol for Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). There has
been a lot of MAC protocols introduced for WSNs that use only one channel for communi-
cation. However, with the new radio capabilities of WSN motes which can communicate on
multiple frequencies, this is a great source of ine ciency. The very high density of current
WSNs inevitably results in physical bandwidth limitations and heavy collisions on a single
channel.
There is previous work on multi-channel MAC protocols for WSNs [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Some
of these MAC protocols assume that the time to switch between two channels is negligible,
whereas others require fine-grained time synchronization among nodes. Some assume that
nodes have a multi-radio interface or can listen on di↵erent channels simultaneously. Most
of these MAC protocols have only been evaluated in simulation, and the rest require devices
with fully fledged multi-radio interfaces. To the best of our knowledge, all previous multi-
channel protocols for sensor networks have at least one of the aforementioned limitations.
Our work is the first multi-channel MAC protocol which is implemented for MicaZ motes
with only one half-duplex radio interface and with long channel switching times. In [9] a
multi-channel MAC protocol was developed for collection WSNs, and was also implemented
on MicaZ motes. There has been similar work for dissemination in [10] and [11]. While
these e↵orts implemented multi-channel solutions for specific applications in sensor networks
(such as data collection or dissemination), the MAC protocol described in this chapter is
the first general purpose MAC protocol which is designed and implemented on sensor motes
with no specific assumptions on the application.
The main idea of the protocol is to assign a home frequency to each node such that net-
work throughput is maximized. We call each di↵erent frequency available to the network,
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a channel . All nodes in the network start on the same channel. When this channel be-
comes overloaded, some nodes migrate to other channels to spread the communication load
across non-interfering frequencies. Migration to another home frequency does not entail loss
of connectivity with nodes that remain on the old home frequency. Instead, our protocol
involves a mechamism whereby a node can send messages to another node that is on a di↵er-
ent home frequency. Briefly, when a node needs to send messages to another on a di↵erent
home frequency, it switches to the home channel of the destination node enough to send the
message. Obviously, communication between nodes on the same home channel incurs less
overhead. This motivates formulating the network throughout optimization problem in a
manner similar to a clustering problem in a graph, whereby nodes that communicate fre-
quently are clustered into the same channel, whereas those that do not communicate much
(but are within each other’s interference range) are separated into di↵erent channels.
Our protocol solves the problem in a distributed manner where nodes locally compute
their “edge costs” and make migration decisions independently. Towards that end, nodes
exchange state information about messages received and degrees of estimated communication
success probability. If the estimated success probability is low, a node may switch to another
channel. The switching is done based on a probability such that while alleviating congestion
we avoid having all nodes jump to the new channel.
The algorithm design is reduced to two main problems. First, the graph clustering algo-
rithm conceptually attempts to find a minimumK-way cut in the graph given by the network
topology in a distributed manner in order to minimize costly inter-channel communication.
Second, a configuration control problem is formulated to compute the probabilities of home
channel switching. These probabilities are chosen such that the network self-configures into
using just the right number of channels without excessive fluctuation among channels and
without being too slow to respond to changes in load. The first problem is NP-complete,
which is thus approached by an e cient distributed heuristic. For the self-configuration
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problem we propose a feedback control approach to compute the switch probabilities.
Our main contribution is to show that sensor nodes with a single half-duplex radio interface
can actually benefit from channel diversity. The protocol is simple and light-weight enough
to be implemented on MicaZ motes. Evaluation on an actual testbed shows that it works
e ciently. The experimental results in both simulation and on a real test-bed show that
the new MAC protocol not only achieves higher bandwidth, but also adaptively alleviates
network congestion and avoids channels with high interference due to external sources (e.g.,
nearby 802.11 connections). In this work, the MAC is independent from the routing layer.
Power management in the presence of multiple channels is not in the scope of this work.
The implemented MAC protocol component works on top of the existing single channel
MAC protocol in TinyOS-2.x and exposes the same interface as Packet Protocols in [12].
Hence, applications developed for TinyOS-2.x can be adapted to the new MAC protocol
seamlessly.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.1.2 gives an overview of related
work. Section 3.2 describes architecture considerations and underlying analytical founda-
tions. Section 3.3 presents the protocol design and Section 3.4 describes the implementation
details of the channel selection algorithm on the MicaZ motes. Section 3.5 presents an
evaluation both on a real testbed and in simulation. The testbed experiments work as proof-
of-concept and are used to validate the simulation results. The simulations evaluate the
MAC protocol on a larger scale. Finally, the chapter concludes with Section 3.6.
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3.2 Theoretical Analysis
Our algorithm is based on three observations. First, a new channel should be allocated only
when needed. If there is no serious interference or collisions in the neighborhood, nodes
should not switch to other channels. This reduces the cost of inter-channel communication.
Second, by design, some nodes should be more likley to initiate channel switches than others.
The more global is the view (of communication) that a node has, the more informed it is,
and the better equipped it is to make the right move. Third, nodes with a more limited
view should act locally to minimize cross-channel communication. The best local action is
to follow a node with a better view.
In this section, we present solutions and analysis to the problems of minimizing inter-
channel communication and choosing the channel switching probabilities consistently with
the above observations. The former is formulated as a distributed clustering problem and the
latter is approached using feedback control theory. Below, we first describe our fundamental
mechanism for communication between neighboring nodes. We then provide solutions to
clustering and feedback control to maximize communication throughput.
Since cross-channel communication introduces extra cost both due to channel switching
times and due to retransmissions caused by the deafness problem (when a node sends mes-
sages to another but uses the wrong channel), it is desirable to minimize cross-channel
communication and maximize same-channel tra c. This is directly related to the objective
of the K-way cut problem in graph theory and is used as an inspiration for our channel
allocation protocol.
3.2.1 The K-way Cut Problem
Our approach is to partition the nodes in the network into di↵erent sets, each assigned a
separate home channel, such that two types of constraints are met. First, communication
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within each set is limited to local capacity. Second, communication across sets is minimized.
In a graph where each node is a communication device and where link costs represent the
amount of communication, this corresponds to solving a K-way cut problem of minimum K
that respects the capacity constraints on each cluster. There have been several centralized
approaches to solve versions of the K-way cut problem. An optimal algorithm [13] was pro-
posed for a k-way cur with fixed K with O(n4) complexity for K = 3 and O(n9) complexity
for K = 4. A more e cient algorithm [14] was subsequently proposed, which has O(n3)
complexity for K = 3 and O(n4) complexity for K = 4, which is the fastest optimal algo-
rithm for a fixed K. Some centralized approximation algorithms for undirected graphs were
also developed [15]. Distributed heuristic algorithms were proposed for undirected graphs.
These algorithms require a-priori knowledge of K and are quite heavy-weight. The graphs
in our problem are directed, weighted graphs without a fixed K, which makes the problem
harder and more complex. Due to the constraints on the sensor devices, any algorithm with
a high polynomial complexity will lack scalability.
In the following, we will describe our adaptive algorithm which takes only O(n2) compu-
tation time and O(n) memory and provides reasonably good performance within the scope
of our MAC protocol.
3.2.1.1 The Algorithm
With the above intuitions in mind, channels are organized as a ladder, starting with the
lowest channel, F0, up to the highest channel FN , with N being the number of channels
available in the network. Whenever a node first joins the network it starts at channel F0
(hence, initially all nodes are the same “cluster”. Once a node figures out that there are lots
of messages lost due to collisions and interference (i.e., the local cluster capacity constraint
is violated), the node considers switching channels. The switching decision is based on how
serious the collisions and interference are and on the role of the node in contributing tra c
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to the network.
To measure the e↵ect of a crowded spectrum, each node periodically broadcasts a tuple
< s, f >, where s is the total number of times the node successfully acquires the channel, and
f is the number of times the node is unsuccessessful (at acquiring the channel). Periodically,
every node i receives a set of tuples from its neighbors j. Based on that, node i estimates the
probability that any of its neighbor nodes can successfully attempt to access the channel:
↵i =
P
j sjP
j (sj + fj)
. (3.1)
If ↵i is too low, the channel must be too crowded around node i 1. Hence, if ↵i is less
than a configurable value ↵ref , node i will consider switching from its current home channel
Fc to the next higher channel Fc+1 (unless c = N), with a probability that depends on
channel conditions. The use of switch probabilities will reduce fluctuations between channels
that may otherwise result if many nodes switched channels at the same time. In the next
subsection, we describe how a control scheme is used to make the channel switching process
stable. For now, let’s assume that given the history and current status of home channel c
of node i, the node has a probability to switch from channel c to the next channel c + 1,
denoted by  ic,c+1. In our algorithm this probability increases with the di↵erence in quality
between the source and destination channels (i.e., as the source becomes substantially worse
than the destination).
In summary, as appropriate of a K-way cut heuristic (with a variable K), we operate
by dividing existing clusters that exceed capacity repeatedly until capacity constraints are
met. Key to the design of this heuristic is to determine the mechanism for splitting clusters
and the boundaries across which splitting must occur. This reduces to two questions: who
should initiate the split and who should follow into the new cluster? The solution should be
1Notice that ↵i also reflects interference at i. If interference exists around i, node i will be able to sense
the signal and cease to access the channel and that a↵ects the value of ↵i
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distributed and obey the goal of minimizing communication across clusters.
To answer these questions, observe that in a wireless sensor network, nodes are usually
not equal in contributing to network load. Hence, they should act di↵erently in terms of
channel switching probability. Consider two extreme examples. The first example is a node
that only sends messages (to its neighbors) but does not receive. This pattern is consistent
with that of data sources. The second example is a node that only receives messages (from
its neighbors) but does not send. This pattern is consistent with data sinks in wireless sensor
networks. Channel congestion typically occurs at sinks. Hence, sinks have a more global
view of tra c than sources. As such, sinks are better positioned to make decisions on channel
allocation.
In our algorithm, nodes that behave predominantly as sinks have preference to switch
channels first (i.e., initiate the cluster split). This has the desirable side-e↵ect of creating
well isolated clusters. A node that acts predominantly as a sink does not send much tra c by
definition, and hence has a low-cost outgoing link, making it appropriate to cut (by the K-
way cut algorithm). Nodes that communicate heavily with those who switched, follow them
into the new cluster. This works well for aggregation topologies, which is the predominant
case in data collection networks. Finally, to communicate across clusters, a sender on one
home channel simply switches to the home channel of the receiver temporarily to send
messages to the latter.
More specifically, the probability that a node initiates a cluster-split by switches channels
from c to c+ 1 is given by
P ic,c+1 =MAX
 
0, sink factori ⇥  ic,c+1
 
(3.2)
where  ic,c+1 increases with the di↵erence in quality between channel c and c+1 (in favor of
c + 1), and sink factor is an indicator showing how closely a node resembles a sink. It is
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computed from
sink factori =
Ini  Outi
Ini +Outi
, (3.3)
with Ini and Outi being the total number of messages received and sent by i at its home
channel, respectively. If the node is a true sink, sink factor = 1. If it is a pure source,
sink factor =  1. An intermediate node in the network might sink some tra c and forward
some. Its sink factor will thus have some intermediate value. For example, a pure router
that simply forwards all tra c will have sink factor = 0. An aggregator that summarizes
the tra c and forwards the summary will have a sink factor closer to 1.
By encouraging splitting when the current channel is much worse than the target channel,
our cluster splitting mechanism guarantees that a network will allocate more channels when
it gets congested hence preserving cluster capacity constraints. By letting sinks initiate the
split with a higher probability, we ensure that the split starts across a low-cost link. Finally,
by letting neighbors who send much tra c to those who switched follow them to the new
channel, we present a natural way to grow a new cluster in a way that minimizes the com-
munication across di↵erent clusters. We call this phase channel expansion. When a channel
is no longer congested, nodes on this channel invite those from the next (higher) channel in
the ladder to switch to the underutilized frequency. As before, sink-like nodes initiate such
transitions with a higher probability. Other nodes follow. We call this phenomenon channel
shrinking .
3.2.2 The Self-Configuration Problem
The self-configuration problem considers the dynamics of channel expansion and channel
shrinking. In particular, it is important that such transitions are stable. Otherwise, nodes
may incur a significant overhead switching between channels. Both the channel expansion
and channel shrinking mechanisms are designed using feedback control theory, where the
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control signal is the probability for a node to switch channel. The use of probabilities
takes the distributed nature of the control system into account and prevents all nodes from
switching at the same time, which would not improve the situation.
The control laws for channel expansion and channel shrinking have been designed to be
intuitive and easy to implement. However, we will also present an analysis that shows how
to choose the controller gain parameters to achieve a good trade-o↵ between fluctuations
and performance. The analysis is based on restricting the fraction of nodes that are allowed
to switch channel during a certain time interval related to the time delay in the system. The
restriction ensures that the loop is stable in a control-theoretic sense.
3.2.2.1 Channel Expansion
We propose the following feedback control scheme for the channel expansion. The probability
for a node i to switch from its current channel c to the next channel c + 1 if ↵ic < ↵
up
ref is
computed as
 ic,c+1 (k) =  
i
c,c+1 (k   1) +Kupr
 
↵upref   ↵ic (k)
 
, (3.4)
where k denotes the sampling interval (i.e., the time between consecutive updates of the
switch probabilities). The controller is in integral form (i.e., its output is proportional to
the integral of inputs), where the switch probability is increased for each sample as long as
↵ic < ↵
up
ref . Similarly, as ↵
i
c   ↵upref we decrease the switch probability with a faster rate as
 ic,c+1 (k) =  
i
c,c+1 (k   1)  Kˆupr
 
↵ic (k)  ↵upref
 
, (3.5)
where Kˆupr > K
up
r
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3.2.2.2 Channel Shrinking
Nodes switch to higher channels when their current channel gets congested. We also need a
mechanism by which nodes may switch back to lower channels once the tra c is less busy.
This will reduce the cost of cross-channel communication. Analogous to the case of advancing
channels, this scheme has nodes inviting nodes from higher channels once the success rate,
↵, is above a given threshold, ↵downref . The invitation probability for a node i at channel c+1
to switch down to the current channel c if ↵ic > ↵
down
ref is given as
 ic,c 1 (k) =  
i
c,c 1 (k   1) +Kdownr
 
↵ic (k)  ↵downref
 
(3.6)
As before we decrease probability with faster rate when we have ↵ic  ↵downref as
 ic,c 1 (k) =  
i
c,c 1 (k   1)  Kˆdownr
 
↵ic (k)  ↵downref
 
, (3.7)
The key element in both channel expansion and shrinking is to accurately set the controller
gain Kup and Kdown, which determine how aggressively or conservatively switching occurs.
(Higher K implies a higher switching probability or more aggressive switching.)
3.2.2.3 Choosing the Controller Gains
The integral controller increases the switch probability by a small fraction at a time until
enough nodes have switched to improve the quality of the current channel. However, de-
pending on the topology of the network, there may be a substantial delay before the e↵ect of
a channel switch of one node has propagated to others on the old channel. It is well-known
from basic feedback control theory that delay decreases the stability of a feedback control
system, since it takes longer for the e↵ects of control actions to become measurable. As a
result, there is an interesting trade-o↵ to consider when choosing the switching probability.
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If it is too big, switching is aggressive and nodes may oscillate among channels, moving back
and forth excessively and causing overhead. On the other hand, if it is too small, it will take
longer for the network to re-configure to new channels upon load changes. This trade-o↵ is
captured by the controller gain parameters Kupr and K
down
r .
In the following, we will provide an insight into how to choose the gain parameters such
that we avoid excessive channel fluctuations in the presence of delay. The analysis will be
based on computing the worst-case switching frequency at network delay, d (measured in
controller samples). The main reason for the delay comes from propagating the domino
e↵ect of switching from a sink back through intermediate nodes to the source. During this
time, nodes close to the source still experience the same measured poor performance ↵ as
before the switch. The main e↵ect of the delay is thus increased possibility that more nodes
than necessary will switch to the new channel not knowing that someone else has already
switched and that soon performance will consequently improve.
We will compute Kupr and K
down
r such that the fraction of nodes that may switch during
the propagation delay, d, is below a given threshold,  . For channel expansion, the worst-case
situation occurs if ↵ic = 0, in which case the increase in the switch probability of Equation
(3.4) from sample to sample is equal to Kupr · ↵upref . During the first sample, an average
fraction Kupr ·↵upref of the nodes will leave and (1 Kupr ·↵upref ) will remain at the channel. In
the second sample, the switch probability will increase to 2 ·Kupr · ↵upref and the fraction of
the original nodes that leave in this sample is equal to (1  Kupr · ↵upref ) · 2 ·Kupr · ↵upref . The
fraction of nodes,  (d,Kupr ,↵
up
ref ), that switch channels during a time interval of d samples
can, thus, be computed as
 (d,Kupr ,↵
up
ref ) =
dX
m=1
 
m ·Kupr · ↵upref ·
m 1Y
j=1
 
1  j ·Kupr · ↵upref
 !
(3.8)
For given values of ↵upref , d, and   (which all can be assumed to be available o↵-line), we
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Figure 3.1: Kupr · ↵upref as a function of the network delay for a tolerance of   = 0.1.
may compute Kupr from the relation  (d,K
up
r ,↵
up
ref ) =  . As an example, Figure 3.1 shows
Kupr · ↵upref as a function of delay for the case   = 0.1.
The same analysis applies for the case of channel shrinking, with the exception that the
worst-case switch probability is given by Kdownr (1  ↵downref ).
With this analysis, we have provided a more intuitive design parameter than choosing the
controller gains Kupr and K
down
r . Specifying   can be interpreted as choosing the worst-case
fraction of nodes moving to a new channel. To prevent sustained oscillations, this fraction
has to be less than 1. Smaller fractions have a larger stability margin (in a control-theoretic
sense) but fractions that are too small cause a sluggish system response to load changes.
3.2.2.4 Channel Overflow
Once a home channel gets overcrowded, nodes switch to the upper channel. When the
bandwidth of the available channels is su cient, nodes in the network will be distributed
from channel F0 and up to the number of channels needed to accommodate the tra c.
However, in the worst-case, there is still a chance that N channels are not su cient to avoid
network overload. Channel overflow also happens when a closely connected set of nodes (e.g.
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a sink and its followers) does not fit into one channel.
We propose a scheme to choose the threshold ↵upref for channels, which solves the channel
overflow problem. The idea of the scheme is that the higher a channel is, the lower its
threshold should be; and the threshold of the highest channel FN should be zero. This make
nodes become more conservative in switching every time they go up one channel. Nodes
stop considering switching channels once they get to the highest boundary channel. Based
on that, the threshold ↵upref is chosen as follows
↵upref,c =
8>><>>:
↵upref,0   c · ✏ if c < N
0 if c = N
(3.9)
with ↵upref,0 is the threshold at channel F0 (where everynode starts to function at) and ↵
up
ref,c
is the threshold at channel Fc, and ✏ is a chosen constant.
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3.3 Protocol Design
In this section we will describe the design of the multi-channel MAC protocol and how it
extends the existing components of TinyOS-2.x.
3.3.1 Component Structure
The protocol is packaged in a component which exposes the same interface found in the
TinyOS-2.x Packet Protocol. This will allow new applications developed for TinyOS-2.x to
use the new MAC without any porting e↵ort. Furthermore, since the multi-channel MAC
protocol works on top of a single-channel MAC, we also decouple the services provided by the
basic MAC from the multi-channel MAC so that it is independent of the platform-specific
implementation. Figure 3.2 shows how the interfaces among layers are split to facilitate
seamless integration with both virtual platforms provided by TOSSIM and an actual MAC
provided for the CC2420 ChipCon radio in the MAC of the MicaZ motes. The white boxes
are interfaces and the solid boxes are implemented. Other platforms can be integrated
similarly by adding a thin layer on top of their MACs and provide the interface used by the
multi-channel MAC.
3.3.2 Algorithm Design
There are important design decisions which need to be taken to ensure that the algorithm
will be simple and e cient enough for WSNs applications. Following we describe these
decisions.
Time-triggered Activity
The MAC protocol is designed to work in a time-triggered manner. In other words, rate
control is achieved explicitly using an interval timer as opposed to implicitly by receipt of
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CC2420 Radio Interfaces TOSSIM Radio Model
Basic services of single channel MAC
The Multi Channel MAC
Other Platforms
Platform Independent Message Interface
Figure 3.2: Component structure of the multi-channel MAC
send done notifications. Most message types are queued and served periodically (except a
few types of messages as will be explained later). Special messages used in the protocol have
places reserved in the network message queue so that data messages do not occupy the whole
queue and prevent protocol messages from being sent.
Channel Status Updates
Nodes periodically broadcast their perceived home channel conditions. The information
broadcasted out by a node i is a pair < si, fi > where si is the number of times the MAC
layer succeeds in accessing the channel and fi is the number of failed attempts. This pair
together with the current home channel of node i will be put on the same message called a
Channel Update Message, and is enqueued to the same queue as with normal messages.
Nodes collect channel update messages and use that information to estimate the channel
acquisition probability as described earlier. From channel update messages, nodes also are
able to know the up-to-date home channel of their neighbors.
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Neighbors’ Home Channel Maintenance
When a node wants to send a message to another node, it needs to switch to the home
channel of the receiver before transmitting. Hence, a node needs to know the home channel
of its neighbors who it communicates with. When nodes first join the network, they assume
that the home channels of other nodes are the same as their own, which is F0. When the
home channel information is out of date, communication fails and the node initiates a search
for neighbors on all channels as will be described later.
In the following, we will describe the di↵erent message types used by the MAC protocol,
how these messages are queued, and the management of neighbor tables. We then give the
functional description of the algorithm.
3.3.2.1 Message Types
We begin by describing the message types used by our protocol for future reference. When a
node first joins the network, it broadcasts a Hello message at the home channel to inform
its neighborhood that it has joined the channel. When a node needs to send a message to a
neighbor but does not know its home channel, it sends out Where Is messages. Channel
Update messages are sent out periodically by nodes and contain the pair < ti, si > of every
node i. These messages are sent at the home channel of the sender. Bye message are sent
out by nodes that decide to leave their current channel (because of channel expansion or
channel shrinking). When the home channel is underloaded (as described in Section 3.2)
the node sends out Invitation messages to the above channel to invite nodes to join its
home channel. The last type of messages is Data which constitutes any messages passed to
the MAC by the upper layer via the component interface. The upper layer will be notified
whenever a Data message is sent successfully, or whenever the delivery failed for several
transmission attempts.
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Message Type Included Information
Where Is Home channel of the sender,
Id of the requested node
Where Is Response Home channel of the sender
Hello Old home channel
Bye New home channel
Channel Update < ti, si >
Invitation  c+1,c
Data Data
Table 3.1: Summary of the seven types of special protocol messages.
Table 3.1 gives a summary of the special network messages that are used by the MAC
protocol.
The protocol tra c overhead happens in three cases: (i) updating channel status to nodes’
neighbors, (ii) notifying neighbor about channel switching, and (iii) finding neighbors’ home
channels. In these overhead messages, the first type happens the most. In our implemen-
tation, channel update messages are sent periodically each one second. The length of this
message is only 5 bytes. So, the overhead tra c is only around 5 bytes/second/node.
3.3.2.2 Message Queuing
Apart fromWhere Is, Hello, and Byemessages, all types of messages – includingWhere
Is Response, Channel Update, Invitation, and Data - are queued before being sent
out. The MAC protocol periodically pops messages out of the queue and sends them to the
corresponding destination. If the MAC fails to send a message, it will put the message back
at the end of the queue. If the number of retry attempts exceeds a threshold, it will discard
the message and notify the upper layer if the message is a data message.
Since the number of messages generated by the MAC (protocol messages) is small, and
they play an important role in the behavior of the protocol, it is desirable for the queue
to favor these messages over Data messages from the upper layer. The queue implements
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this by not allowing Data messages to fill up the whole queue. The remaining spaces are
reserved for protocol messages. By doing this, the protocol messages will rarely be discarded
because of queue overflow, even in heavy tra c conditions2.
3.3.2.3 Neighbor Table Management
Neighbor tables are required to maintain information about neighboring nodes that a node
communicates with. The neighbor table is designed as a simple hash table in which keys are
the neighbor IDs. Since the number of entries is finite, new entries will replace the entry
which is least recently used when the table is full.
3.3.2.4 Functional Description
The overall algorithm is captured by the state machine shown in Figure 3.33 . After initial-
ization, each node goes to an idle state from which it executes di↵erent actions depending
on messages it receives and the expiration of timers.
After receiving a Where Is Response or Where Is message, the neighbor list is up-
dated. In the latter case, a Where Is Response message is also popped to the top of the
message queue before the node returns to the idle state.
A decision to switch the home channel is made each time the change home channel timer
fires. In case the node decides to switch channels it executes the steps shown in the Change
Home Channel subsystem of Figure 3.4.
The actions performed by the node are, first, to send out a Bye message at its current
home channel, then switch to the new home channel, and finally send out a Hello message
on the new channel. After switching, the node returns to the idle state.
2The fact the messages are queued before transmitted should work with most of the application. There
are chances that this may a↵ect special applications as Deluge [16]. However, further study need to be done
to conclude this
3Circles represent states, rounded boxes are processes, solid lines are conditional transitions, dotted lines
are unconditional transitions, and diamonds are condition checks. Filled boxes represent composite processes
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The second timer used in the implementation is for sending messages. As this timer fires,
the first message is popped from the message queue. If the queue is non-empty, the next
action is to determine if the home channel of the destination is known.
If the destination channel is unknown, the message is pushed back to the message queue
if the number of transmission attempts does not exceed the maximum. Thereafter, Where
Is messages are sent out on gradually increasing channels as described by the subsystem in
Figure 3.5. The messages are sent starting at channel F0 followed by all higher channels up
to FN until an acknowledgment is received. After the Where Is have been sent, the node
returns to the idle state.
If the destination channel is known, the message is sent. The sending of a message is
described in more detail in the subsystem of Figure 3.6. If the destination is on a di↵erent
channel, the sender needs to switch channels before sending the message. After determining
if an acknowledgment was received, the sender switches back to its home channel.
If the transmission was successful, the neighbor table is updated and the node returns to
its idle state. If the transmission failed, the message is pushed back to the message queue if
the number of transmissions is below the threshold.
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3.4 Implementation
In this section we give a brief overview of the implementation of the multi-channel MAC
protocol on the MicaZ motes.
3.4.1 Code Structure and Footprint
Software components are created to conform to the design described in Section 3.3.1. The
multi-channel MAC is implemented in the nesC programming language for MicaZ motes with
TinyOS-2.x. The code is structured so that the platform-dependent parts are separated from
the core mechanisms of the protocol. Therefore, in the core mechanism implementation, there
is no distinction between TOSSIM and MicaZ. One code base is used for both platforms.
The compiled code for the multi-channel MAC is 9544 bytes in ROM and 761 bytes in
RAM. In future work, we will optimize the footprint. In the rest of this section, we will
briefly present technical issues related to enabling multi-channel communication on MicaZ
motes as well as in TOSSIM [17].
3.4.2 Adopting Multi-Channel Communication Capabilities
We need the capability to communicate on di↵erent channels dynamically at runtime.
TOSSIM does not support this directly. Hence, we had to modify TOSSIM to adopt this
feature.
Making TOSSIM support dynamic channel switching requires introducing new types of
events in the event queue as well as changing the implementation of the radio model. The
newly introduced event for switching channels also takes the experimental channel switching
time from real motes into account, which make the simulation model accurately reflect the
physical constraint.
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3.5 Evaluation
In this section, we present an evaluation of the multi-channel MAC both in testbed experi-
ments with MicaZ motes and in simulation using TOSSIM. While the testbed results show
the performance in a small-scale network setting, the evaluation in TOSSIM (with the same
code base as is run on the MicaZ motes) enables testing at a larger scale.
The evaluation settings focus on collection and aggregation tra c patterns which are
most popular in WSN. Admittedly, our protocol favors this case. This is not a coincidental
choice. We believe that random point-to-point tra c patterns are less popular in WSN.
Hence, they are neither targeted nor evaluated in this chapter and will generally result in
poor performance of our protocol.
3.5.1 Experimental Testbed Evaluation
The following experimental evaluation will be run against simulations in TOSSIM for com-
parison and to validate the simulations with results from the real platform. The radio model
is signal-strength-based. It follows previous literature [18], already supported in TOSSIM
for TinyOS-2.x [19].
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Figure 3.7: Setups used in the cross-channel communication evaluation.
3.5.1.1 Cross-channel Communication
We first evaluate a cross-channel communication scheme and compare the results from both
testbed and TOSSIM. Figure 3.7 shows the experimental setups. In both setups, node 1
sends messages to node 2 and node 2 sends messages to node 3. In the first setup, all three
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Figure 3.8: Throughput comparison in the cross-channel communication evaluation
nodes work on the same channel. In the second setup, the three nodes are assigned to three
di↵erent channels. Hence, node 1 has to switch to the channel of node 2 to send and node 2
has to switch to the channel of node 3 to send. The deafness e↵ect will happen in the tra c
from node 1 to node 2.
Figure 3.8 shows the number of messages received at each node for the same-channel and
cross-channel setups in both experiments and simulation. As can be seen, there is a good
match between values from the testbed and values from the simulation. The most significant
di↵erence between simulations and the testbed is in the number of messages received in the
cross-channel case. The lower throughput in the simulation is due to an over-estimation of
the channel switching time. This makes our simulation model more pessimistic, while still
valid for a comparison in the more realistic cases studied in Section 3.5.2.
Figure 3.9 shows another view in which we compare the ratio of throughput in the same-
channel case and the cross-channel case for each node in the testbed and TOSSIM envi-
ronments. The results for both message-generating rates (1 message/25 milliseconds and
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Figure 3.9: More comparision between TOSSIM and testbed results
1 message/50 milliseconds) again show a good match between the simulation and the real
testbed.
3.5.1.2 E↵ect of Utilizing Multiple Channels
In this section, we evaluate how the multi-channel MAC improves throughput in a crowded
network. A testbed with 16 nodes was used with the topology shown in Figure 3.10. The
arrows show the tra c flows. The left figure shows the initial channel settings and the right
figure shows the channel allocation after the network stabilizes. The experiment lasts for 10
minutes. Nodes reach the final channel allocation configuration on the right of Figure 3.10 in
less than 3 minutes. The results in Figure 3.11 show that the case of using multiple channels
on average outperforms the single channel case by about 30% in terms of throughput.
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Figure 3.10: 16-node setup used for testbed experiments.
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Figure 3.11: Testbed comparison between networks with a single channel MAC and with
the multi-channel MAC for the 16-node setup.
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Figure 3.12: Network with tree lightly connected sub-networks
Figure 3.13: Testbed comparison between networks with a single channel MAC and with
the multi-channel MAC for the 16-node setup.
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Figure 3.14: Networks with two separated sub-networks. The two sub-networks later are
located on two di↵erent channels
Figure 3.15: Testbed comparison in network with two separated sub-networks.
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3.5.1.3 Network of Independent Sub-networks
We experiment with network tra c patterns shown in Figure 3.14. The network includes
two separated sub-networks which form two di↵erent collection trees. The experiment was
conducted in 10 minutes. After 3 minutes, the channel allocation was as shown on the right
side of the figure. The two indepedent parts were located on two di↵erent channels. The
throughput comparison is shown in Figure 3.15. We observe that the multi-channel MAC
outperforms the single channel MAC by 31%. This experiment also shows the ability to
avoid interference of the multi-channel MAC. Each sub-network can consider the other as a
source of interference thus they end up at di↵erent channels.
3.5.1.4 Network of Lightly Connected Sub-networks
In this experiment, the network tra c is chosen as shown in Figure 3.12. This network is
organized as an aggregation tree which includes three other sub-trees. Di↵erent data rates
are also introduced in this evaluation (the thin arrows correspond to a data rate of 1 message
/ 1000 milliseconds, and the thick arrows have data rate of 1 message / 10 milliseconds).
As shown in the throughput comparison in Figure 3.13, our MAC protocol out-performs
the case of a single-channel MAC at all aggregation nodes. In particular, for node 16 the
throughput improvement is roughly 25%.
3.5.2 Simulation and Scaling
The previous experimental evaluation in section 3.5.1.1 showed a good match between sim-
ulation and the real testbed. In this section, we scale the evaluation by simulation to a
network of 36 nodes composed of two aggregation trees. The roots of the trees are placed
next to each other so they interfere. The topology of the network is shown in Figure 3.16.
At the end of the simulation, the nodes in each aggregation tree end up at di↵erent
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Figure 3.16: 36-node network with two aggregation trees placed close to each other.
Throughput Evaluation for an Aggregation Network of 36 Nodes
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Figure 3.17: Throughput comparision for the 36-node aggregation network in simulation
channels, which helps the throughput improve considerably at each node. The throughput
increases by roughly 50% at the aggregation points as shown in Figure 3.17.
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3.6 Conclusions
This chapter presented a practical design, implementation, and evaluation of a multi-channel
MAC protocol for wireless sensor networks (WSNs). The multi-channel MAC protocol con-
stitutes the first real implementation that considers the hardware constraints (single half-
duplex radio interfaces and non-trivial channel switching times) associated with commonly
used WSN motes.
A distributed heuristic was proposed to partition nodes among channels in a way that keeps
costly cross-channel communication to a minimum. Furthermore, a simple feedback control
strategy was designed to oversee the partitioning process in a way that ensures stability and
avoids congestion.
The MAC protocol is simple and light-weight and was evaluated on a proof-of-concept
testbed with MicaZ motes. The evaluation showed that the multi-channel protocol was
successful in avoiding network congestion and achieved performance improvements compared
to the single-channel case.
In this work, we focused on improving network throughput. Message delay, message loss,
and power management issues are left for furture studies.
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PART II
Information and Social Network Layer
Once data is collected from sensors and other sources, the next step in the information
pipeline is to clean up the data and eliminate unreliable items and sources. The data cleaning
algorithms developed in this section are general and can be equally applied to time-series
sensor data as well as to unstructured data from social sources. The wide adoption of social
networking sites like Facebook, Twitter and Google+ makes social sources and microblogs
an especially interesting new information input to our “data-to-decision” pipeline. Hence,
we consider applications that must process data generated by (or with the help of) a large
number of users and sensors. The generated data may have a vast di↵erences in quality and
reliability. We propose a scalable solution to distill such data into a managable amount of
higher-quality information. This is done by assessing credibility of each reported information
item and the credibility of the sources from which information was generated. While the
techniques developed in this section are general, we shall focus more on unstructured data
modalities, such as human text.
The part is organized as follows. In Chapter 4, we present concepts, theoretical foundation,
and architecture of Apollo: a data distillation service for social sensing applications. In
Chapter 5, we investigate in details the benefit of utilizing knowledge about sources to further
prune lower quality information gathered from social networks. In Chapter 6, we present
further approaches which make Apollo able to handle streams of incoming information in
real-time and in a scalable manner.
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CHAPTER 4
APOLLO: A DATA DISTILLATION SERVICE FOR
SOCIAL SENSING
This chapter presents Apollo, a data distillation service for human-centric sensing applica-
tions. The goal of the service is to filter a deluge of incoming data by jointly estimating the
credibility of sensing sources and observations made by them, then eliminating less credi-
ble observations. Social sensing applications, where participants volunteer data collection
for the application server, are becoming an increasingly popular use case of mobile sensing
platforms. A phone-based social sensing campaign may grow virally, generating a significant
amount of data at the server that may be noisy, incorrect, or come from un-vetted sources.
This motivates the design of server-side data distillation to perform data triage before acting
on the data. Apollo provides such a general service in a largely application-independent man-
ner. It is novel in that it can handle not only time-series sensor data, but also unstructured
text or image data, which is a common format in human-centric sensing. Hence, Apollo can
be readily integrated with a wide range of applications from use of text tweets (on Twitter)
for reporting the progression of an event of interest, and use of imaging reports for locating
community issues needing attention, to use of GPS traces for inferring tra c congestion on
city streets.
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4.1 Introduction
Apollo is a new service for social sensing applications, aimed at distilling large amounts
of noisy social sensing data (received at the server) into smaller amounts of more trustable
information. The service is motivated by the proliferation of mobile platforms equipped with
common sensors (e.g., cameras, GPS, and acceleration tracking), Internet connectivity, and
large-scale dissemination opportunities (e.g., via Twitter and Flickr), making such platforms
ideal for social sensing applications. We refer by social sensing to those applications where
humans act as the sensors, the sensor operators, or the sensor carriers. For example, humans
may report (on Twitter) events in the environment that they monitor. They may document
observation by operating camera-phones, or they may download cell-phone applications that
transparently perform other sensor data collection and sharing.
A key challenge in social sensing applications is noisy data. Consider a smart-phone
sensing application that grows virally in a community to collect data of mutual interest and
share it with some central entity for processing and display. Participants in this application
may not be a priori screened or vetted. They may vary widely in their degree of reliability.
Moreover, their reliability may not be a priori known. The lack of explicit participant
vetting and the corresponding data reliability and uncertainty problems pose di culties in
computing accurate conclusions from data. Extracting reliable observations from multitudes
of possibly unreliable data sources, who may be unknown to the application in advance,
emerges as a major challenge. We call this challenge data distillation. This study presents
a data distillation solution for social sensing.
Since distillation functionality is needed in a broad category of social sensing applications,
it is good to delegate it to a general service that many di↵erent applications can use. Apollo
is an exercise in solving the distillation challenge in a generalized application-independent
manner, such that the solution can be easily adopted by di↵erent applications without sig-
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nificant e↵ort, despite di↵erences in each application’s purpose, data formats, and exact
cleaning needs.
Underlying the distillation challenge is the abstraction of sources (e.g., sensors and people)
and claims (the observations they make). The goal is simply to select (i.e., “distill”) from
the pool of all claims only those that exceed a certain credibility threshold. If sources were
equally reliable, providing a general data distillation solution would be trivial. One could
simply count the number of sources who make a specific claim and assign a credibility value
to that claim that grows with the number of sources. Hence, claims reported by more
sources would be considered more believable and the distillation engine would prune other
uncorroborated claims. This scheme is known as voting . Unfortunately, sources are not
equally reliable, so voting does not always work well. Moreover, source credibility is not a
priori known. Instead, Apollo utilizes a scheme where the credibility of both sources and
claims is assessed jointly, allowing for more informed selection of believable claims.
The idea of joint estimation of credibility of sources and claims comes from recent fact-
finding literature in the machine-learning community [20, 21]. Inspired by that literature,
which focuses on ranking of sources and claims, we developed a scheme for computing the
exact probability that a source is correct, based on a group of general simplifying assump-
tions [22]. Apollo uses this result to perform data distillation.
Apollo is not meant to outperform clever application-specific data cleaning schemes. There
is little that can beat large amounts of careful application-specific knowledge. Instead, Apollo
o↵ers simplicity and generality. Rather than developing their own specialized data cleaning
solutions, an application developer can simply use Apollo to do a good enough job. Apollo
can therefore help reduce the cost barrier to developing new social sensing applications from
noisy data. In scenarios where specialized application-specific data cleaning solutions are
already available, Apollo may o↵er a scalability advantage. By implementing a first “quick
and dirty” filter, it can eliminate from the data pool large parts that are less credible before
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passing the remaining claims for more specialized analysis that is more time-consuming.
In this study, we made following contributions on addressing the above challenges of
building a distributed real-time social information distillation engine:
1) We designed a general architecture and built a working system for the service. We
evaluate our system in four representative scenarios of increasing complexity, that cover
the range of roles humans play in data collection.
2) We developed a distillation analytics foundation based on fact-finding algorithms.
3) We investigated the benefit of source selection in social sensing applications.
4) We proposed two extensions of the system so that it can handle a large stream of real-
time social information. In the fist extension, we extended the capability of Apollo so
that it can work in a real-time manner. Credibility of sources is continuously updated
over time. We aslo designed a user interface so that users can track events in di↵erent
temporal granularity as well as di↵erent level of detail from the social data stream. In the
second extension, a distributed version of the engine was designed to allows the system
to handle stream of data with significantly greater size.
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4.2 The Apollo Analytic Engine
Information networks are a key abstraction in data mining literature used to uncover facts
from a large number of relations between unreliable observations [23]. The power of infor-
mation network analysis lies in its ability to extract useful conclusions even when the degree
of reliability of the input data or observations is not known in advance. For example, given a
set of claims from a multitude of sources, one can rank both the claimed information pieces
(let us call them assertions) and their sources by credibility, given no a priori knowledge of
the truthfulness of the individual assertions and sources. Alternatively, given only data on
who publishes in which conferences one can rank both the authors and the conferences by
authority in the field.
This approach presents a new analytic framework that enables, for the first time, the
calculation of correct probabilities of conclusions resulting from information network anal-
ysis. Such probabilities constitute a measure of quality of information (QoI). Our analysis
relies on a Bayesian interpretation of the basic inference mechanism used for fact-finding in
information network literature.
In the simplest version of fact-finding from information networks, nodes represent enti-
ties such as sources and assertions. Edges denote their relations (e.g., who claimed what).
Each category of nodes is then iteratively ranked. Assertions are given a ranking that is
proportional to the number of their sources, each source weighted by its credibility. Sources
are then given a ranking that is proportional to the number of the assertions they made,
each weighted by its credibility. This iterative ranking process continues until it converges.
Information network analysis is good at such ranking. While the algorithms compute an
intuitive “credibility score”, as we demonstrate in this study, they do not actually compute
the real probability that a particular conclusion is true. For example, given that some source
is ranked 17th by credibility, it is not clear what that means in terms of probability that
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the source says the truth. Our study addresses this problem, providing a general analytic
foundation for quantifying the probability of correctness in fact-finding literature. We show
that the probabilities computed using our analysis are significantly more accurate than prior
work.
The fact-finding techniques addressed in this approach are particularly useful in environ-
ments where a large number of sources are used whose reliability is not a priori known (as
opposed collecting information from a small number of well-characterized sources). Such
situations are common when, for instance, crowd-sourcing is used to obtain information, or
when information is to be gleaned from informal sources such as Twitter messages. We fo-
cus on networks of sources and assertions. The Bayesian interpretation derived in this study
allows us to accurately quantify the probability that a source is truthful or that an assertion
is true in the absence of detailed prior knowledge. Note that, while only source/assertion
networks are considered, the analysis allows us to represent a much broader category of in-
formation networks. For example, in the author/conference network, one can interpret the
act of publishing in a conference as an implicit assertion that the conference is good. The
credibility of the assertion depends on the authority of the author. Hence, the network fits
the source/assertion model.
This approach is intended to be a first step towards a new category of information network
analysis. Being the first step, we focus on laying the foundations, such that extensions of this
work can easily adapt the analysis to more complex information network models. Hence, we
start with a very simple model in this approach, and leaving extensions to the next approach
using expectation maximization.
Technical Details
We are specifically interested in the network model used for deriving credibility of facts
and sources. We call the iterative ranking algorithm used for analyzing source/assertion
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information networks, a fact-finder . The algorithm ranks a list of assertions and a list of
sources by credibility. In the following subsections, we first review the basic algorithm, then
propose its Bayesian interpretation that allows quantifying the actual probability that a
source is truthful or that an assertion is true.
The Basic Fact-finder Let there be s sources, S1, ..., Ss who collectively assert c di↵erent
pieces of information, C1, ..., Cc. We call each such piece of information an assertion. We
represent all sources and assertions by a network, where these sources and assertions are
nodes, and where a claim, Ci,j (denoting that a source Si makes assertion Cj) is represented
by a link between the corresponding source and assertion nodes. We assume that a claim
can either be true or false. An example is “John Smith is CEO of Company X” or “Building
Y is on Fire”. We further define Cred(Si) as the credibility of source Si, and Cred(Cj) as
the credibility of assertion Cj.
Algebraically, we define the c ⇥ 1 vector, Ccred, to be the assertion credibility vector
[Cred(C1)...Cred(Cc)]T and the s ⇥ 1 vector, Scred, to be the source credibility vector
[Cred(S1)...Cred(Ss)]T . We also define the c⇥ s array CS such that element CS(j, i) = 1 if
source Si makes claim Cj, and is zero otherwise.
Now let us define C
est
cred as a vector of estimated assertion credibility, defined as
(1/↵)[CS]Scred. One can pose the basic fact-finding problem as one of finding a least squares
estimator (that minimizes the sum of squares of errors in source credibility estimates) for
the following system:
C
est
cred =
1
↵
[CS]Scred (4.1)
Scred =
1
 
[CS]TC
est
cred + e (4.2)
where the notation XT denotes the transpose of matrix X. It can further be shown that
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the condition for it to minimize the error is that ↵ and   be chosen such that their product
is an Eigenvalue of [CS]T [CS]. The algorithm produces the credibility values Cred(Si) and
Cred(Cj) for every source Si and for every assertion Cj. These values are used for ranking.
The question is, does the solution have an interpretation that allows quantifying the actual
probability that a given source is truthful or that a given assertion is true? The question is
answered in the next section.
A Bayesian Interpretation Let Sti denote the proposition that “Source Si speaks the
truth”. Let Ctj denote the proposition that “Assertion Cj is true”. Also, let S
f
i and C
f
j
denote the negation of the above propositions, respectively. Our objective, in this section, is
to estimate the probabilities of these propositions. We further define SiCj to mean “Source
Si made assertion Cj”.
It is useful to define Claimsi as the set of all claims made by source Si, and Sourcesj
as the set of all sources who claimed assertion Cj. In the subsections below, we derive the
posterior probability that an assertion is true, followed by the derivation of the posterior
probability that a source is truthful.
Assertion Credibility Consider some assertion Cj, claimed by a set of sources Sourcesj.
Let ik be the kth source in Sourcesj, and let |Sourcesj| = Kj. (For notational simplicity, we
shall occasionally omit the subscript j from Kj in the discussion below, where no ambiguity
arises.) According to Bayes theorem:
P (Ctj |Si1Cj, Si2Cj, ..., SiKCj) =
P (Si1Cj, Si2Cj, ..., SiKCj|Ctj)
P (Si1Cj, Si2Cj, ..., SiKCj)
P (Ctj) (4.3)
The above equation makes the implicit assumption that the probability that a source makes
any given assertion is su ciently low that no appreciable change in posterior probability can
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be derived from the lack of a claim (i.e., lack of an edge between a source and an assertion).
Hence, only existence of claims is taken into account. Assuming further that sources are
conditionally independent (i.e., given an assertion, the odds that two sources claim it are
independent), Equation (4.3) is rewritten as:
P (Ctj |Si1Cj, Si2Cj, ..., SiKCj) =
P (Si1Cj|Ctj)...P (SiKCj|Ctj)
P (Si1Cj, Si2Cj, ..., SiKCj)
P (Ctj) (4.4)
Let us further assume that the change in posterior probability we get from any single
source or claim is small. This is typical when using evidence collected from many individually
unreliable sources. Hence:
P (SikCj|Ctj)
P (SikCj)
= 1 +  tikj (4.5)
where | tikj| << 1. Similarly:
P (SikCj|Cfj )
P (SikCj)
= 1 +  fikj (4.6)
where | fikj| << 1. Under the above assumptions, we prove in Appendix A that the denomi-
nator of the right hand side in Equation (4.4) can be rewritten as follows:
P (Si1Cj, Si2Cj, ..., SiKCj) ⇡
KjY
k=1
P (SikCj) (4.7)
Please see Appendix A for a proof of Equation (4.7). Note that, the proof does not rely on
an independence assumption of the marginals, P (SikCj). Those marginals are, in fact, not
independent. The proof merely shows that, under the assumptions stated in Equation (4.5)
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and Equation (4.6), the above approximation holds true. Substituting in Equation (4.4):
P (Ctj |Si1Cj, Si2Cj, ..., SiKCj) =
P (Si1Cj|Ctj)...P (SiKCj|Ctj)
P (Si1Cj)...P (SiKCj)
P (Ctj) (4.8)
which can be rewritten as:
P (Ctj |Si1Cj, Si2Cj, ..., SiKCj) =
P (Si1Cj|Ctj)
P (Si1Cj)
⇥ ...
⇥ P (SiKCj|C
t
j)
P (SiKCj)
⇥ P (Ctj) (4.9)
Substituting from Equation (4.5):
P (Ctj |Si1Cj, Si2Cj, ..., SiKCj) = P (Ctj)
KjY
k=1
(1 +  tikj)
= P (Ctj)(1 +
KjX
k=1
 tikj)
(4.10)
The last line above is true because higher products of  tikj can be neglected, since we assumed
| tikj| << 1. The above equation can be re-written as:
P (Ctj |Si1Cj, Si2Cj, ..., SiKCj)  P (Ctj)
P (Ctj)
=
KjX
k=1
 tikj (4.11)
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where, from Equation (4.5):
 tikj =
P (SikCj|Ctj)  P (SikCj)
P (SikCj)
(4.12)
Source Credibility Next, consider some source Si, who makes the set of claims Claimsi.
Let jk be the kth claim in Claimsi, and let |Claimsi| = Li. (For notational simplicity, we
shall occasionally omit the subscript i from Li in the discussion below, where no ambiguity
arises.) According to Bayes theorem:
P (Sti |SiCj1 , SiCj2 , ..., SiCjL) =
P (SiCj1 , SiCj2 , ..., SiCjL |Sti )
P (SiCj1 , SiCj2 , ..., SiCjL)
P (Sti ) (4.13)
As before, assuming conditional independence:
P (Sti |SiCj1 , SiCj2 , ..., SiCjL) =
P (SiCj1 |Sti )...P (SiCjL |Sti )
P (SiCj1 , SiCj2 , ..., SiCjL)
P (Sti ) (4.14)
Once more we invoke the assumption that the change in posterior probability caused from
any single claim is very small, we get:
P (SiCjk |Sti )
P (SiCjk)
= 1 + ⌘tijk (4.15)
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where |⌘tijk | << 1. Similarly to the proof in Appendix A, this leads to:
P (Sti |SiCj1 , SiCj2 , ..., SiCjL) =
P (SiCj1 |Sti )
P (SiCj1)
⇥ ...
⇥ P (SiCjL |S
t
i )
P (SiCjL)
⇥ P (Sti ) (4.16)
We can then re-write Equation (4.16) as follows:
P (Sti |SiCj1 , SiCj2 , ..., SiCjL) = P (Sti )
LiY
k=1
(1 + ⌘tijk)
= P (Sti )(1 +
LiX
k=1
⌘tijk)
(4.17)
The above equation can be further re-written as:
P (Sti |SiCj1 , SiCj2 , ..., SiCjL)  P (Sti )
P (Sti )
=
LiX
k=1
⌘tijk (4.18)
where, from Equation (4.15):
⌘tijk =
P (SiCjk |Sti )  P (SiCjk)
P (SiCjk)
(4.19)
The Iterative Algorithm In the sections above, we derived the expressions of posterior
probability that an assertion is true or that a source is truthful. These expressions were
derived in terms of  tikj and ⌘
t
ijk
. It remains to show how these quantities are related. Let
us first consider the terms in Equation (4.12) that defines  tikj. The first is P (SiCj|Ctj), the
probability that Si claims assertion Cj, given that Cj is true. (For notational simplicity, we
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shall use subscripts i and j to denote the source and the assertion.) We have:
P (SiCj|Ctj) =
P (SiCj, Ctj)
P (Ctj)
(4.20)
where:
P (SiCj, C
t
j) = P (Si speaks)
P (Si claims Cj|Si speaks)
P (Ctj |Si speaks, Si claims Cj)
(4.21)
In other words, the joint probability that link SiCj exists and Cj is true is the product of the
probability that Si speaks, denoted P (Si speaks), the probability that it claims Cj given that
it speaks, denoted P (Si claims Cj|Si speaks), and the probability that the assertion is true,
given that it is claimed by Si, denoted P (Ctj |Si speaks, Si claims Cj). Here, P (Si speaks)
depends on the rate at which Si makes assertions. Some sources may be more prolific than
others. P (Si claims Cj|Si speaks) is simply 1/c, where c is the total number of assertions.
Finally, P (Ctj |Si speaks, Si claims Cj) is the probability that Si is truthful. Since we do not
know ground truth, we estimate that probability by the best information we have, which is
P (Sti |SiCj1 , SiCj2 , ..., SiCjL). Thus:
P (SiCj, C
t
j) =
P (Si speaks)P (Sti |SiCj1 , SiCj2 , ..., SiCjL)
c
(4.22)
Substituting in Equation (4.20) from Equation (4.22) and noting that P (Ctj) is simply the
ratio of true assertions, ctrue to the total assertions, c, we get:
P (SiCj|Ctj) =
P (Si speaks)P (Sti |SiCj1 , SiCj2 , ..., SiCjL)
ctrue
(4.23)
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Similarly,
P (SiCj) =
P (Si speaks)
c
(4.24)
Substituting from Equation (4.23) and Equation (4.24) into Equation (4.12) and re-
arranging, we get:
 tikj =
P (SikCj|Ctj)  P (SikCj)
P (SikCj)
=
P (Sti |SiCj1 , SiCj2 , ..., SiCjL)
ctrue/c
  1 (4.25)
If we take the fraction of all true assertions to the total number of assertions as the prior
probability that a source is truthful, P (Sti ) (which is a reasonable initial guess in the absence
of further evidence), then the above equation can be re-written as:
 tikj =
P (Sti |SiCj1 , SiCj2 , ..., SiCjL)
P (Sti )
  1 (4.26)
Substituting for  tikj in Equation (4.11), we get:
P (Ctj |Si1Cj, Si2Cj, ..., SiKCj)  P (Ctj)
P (Ctj)
=
KjX
i=1
P (Sti |SiCj1 , SiCj2 , ..., SiCjL)  P (Sti )
P (Sti )
(4.27)
We can similarly prove that:
⌘tijk =
P (Ctj |Si1Cj, Si2Cj, ..., SiKCj)
P (Ctj)
  1 (4.28)
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and:
P (Sti |SiCj1 , SiCj2 , ..., SiCjL)  P (Sti )
P (Sti )
=
LiX
j=1
P (Ctj |Si1Cj, Si2Cj, ..., SiKCj)  P (Ctj)
P (Ctj)
(4.29)
Comparing the above equations to the iterative formulation of the basic fact-finder, de-
scribed in Section 4.2, we arrive at the sought interpretation of the credibility rank of sources
Rank(Si) and credibility rank of assertions Rank(Cj) in iterative fact-finding. Namely:
Rank(Cj) =
P (Ctj |Si1Cj, Si2Cj, ..., SiKCj)  P (Ctj)
P (Ctj)
(4.30)
Rank(Si) =
P (Sti |SiCj1 , SiCj2 , ..., SiCjL)  P (Sti )
P (Sti )
(4.31)
In other words, Rank(Cj) is interpreted as the increase in the posterior probability that an
assertion is true, normalized by the prior. Similarly, Rank(Si) is interpreted as the increase
in the posterior probability that a source is truthful, normalized by the prior. Substituting
from Equation (4.30) and Equation (4.31) into Equation (4.27) and Equation (4.29), we then
get:
Rank(Cj) =
X
k2Sourcesj
Rank(Sk)
Rank(Si) =
X
k2Claimsi
Rank(Ck) (4.32)
Once the credibility ranks are computed such that they satisfy the above equations (and
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any other problem constraints), Equation (4.30) and Equation (4.31), together with the
assumption that prior probability that an assertion is true is initialized to pta = ctrue/c, give
us one of the important result, Namely1:
P (Ctj |network) = pta(Rank(Cj) + 1) (4.33)
We can similarly show that if pts is the prior probability that a randomly chosen source tells
the truth, then:
P (Sti |network) = pts(Rank(Si) + 1) (4.34)
Hence, the above Bayesian analysis presents, for the first time, a basis for estimating the
probability that each individual source, Si, is truthful and that each individual assertion,
Cj, is true. These two vectors are computed based on two scalar constants: pta and p
t
s, which
represent estimated statistical averages over all assertions and all sources, respectively.
Evaluation Results
In this section, we carry out experiments to verify the correctness and accuracy of the
probability that a source is truthful or an assertion is true predicted from the Bayesian
interpretation of fact-finding in information networks. We then compare our techniques to
previous algorithms in fact-finder literature.
We built a simulator in Matlab 7.8.0 to simulate the source and assertion information
network. To test our results, we generate a random number of sources and assertions, and
partition these assertions into true and false ones. A random probability, Pi, is assigned to
each source Si representing the ground truth probability that the source speaks the truth.
For each source Si, we then generate Li claims. Each claim has a probability Pi of being
1The equations above are ambiguous with respect to a scale factor. To handle the ambiguity we impose
the constraint that probabilities cannot exceed one.
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true and a probability 1   Pi of being false. A true claim links the source to a randomly
chosen true assertion (representing that the source made that assertion). A false claim links
the source to a randomly chosen false assertion. This generates an information network.
We let Pi be uniformly distributed between 0.5 and 1 in our experiments2. We then
find an assignment of credibility values that satisfies Equation (4.32) for the topology of
the generated information network. Finally, we compute the estimated probability that an
assertion is true or a source is truthful from the resulting credibility values of assertions and
sources based on Equation (4.33) and (4.34). Since we assumed that claims are either true
or false, we view each assertion as “true” or “false” based on whether the probability that it
is true is above or below 50%. Then the computed results are compared against the ground
truth to report the prediction accuracy.
For sources, we simply compare the computed probability to the ground truth probability
that they tell the truth. For assertions, we define two metrics to evaluate prediction accuracy:
false positives and false negatives. The false positives are defined as the ratio of the number of
false assertions that are classified as true over the total number of assertions that are classified
as true. The false negatives are defined as the ratio of the number of true assertions that
are classified as false over the total number of assertions that are classified as false. For each
given source correctness probability (i.e., ground truth) distribution, we average the results
over 100 network topologies (e.g., datasets over a time series). Reported results are averaged
over 100 random source correctness probability distributions.
In the first experiment, we show the e↵ect of the number of sources on prediction accuracy.
We fix the number of true and false assertions at 1000 respectively. We set the average
number of claims per source to 100. The number of sources is varied from 20 to 100. The
prediction accuracy for both sources and assertions is shown in Figure 4.1. We note that both
2In principle, there is no incentive for a source to lie more than 50% of the time, since negating their
statements would then give a more accurate truth
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false positives and false negatives decrease as the number of sources grows. For more than
40 sources less than 1% of assertions are misclassified. The source correctness probability
prediction exhibits a relatively small error (between 3% and 6%). The error first increases
and then decreases as the number of sources increases. The reason is that there are two
conflicting factors that a↵ect the credibility prediction accuracy of sources: i) average number
of assertions per source and ii) average number of sources per assertion. As the number of
sources increases, the first factor decreases (reduce source credibility prediction accuracy) and
the second factor increases (improve assertion and eventually source credibility prediction
accuracy). When the number of sources is small, the change of the first factor is more
significant than the second, thus its e↵ect dominates. As the number of sources increases, the
e↵ect of the second factor overweights the first one and makes source correctness probability
prediction error reduce.
Note that, the source correctness probability prediction is especially accurate (e.g., error is
around 0.03) when the number of sources is relatively large. At the same time, both the false
positives and false negatives in assertion classification are near zero under those conditions,
illustrating that the approach has good scalability properties. Its usefulness increases for
large networks.
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Figure 4.1: Prediction Accuracy vs Varying Number of Sources
The next experiment shows the e↵ect of changing the assertion mix on prediction accuracy.
We vary the ratio of the number of true assertions to the total number of assertions in the
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network. Assuming that there is usually only one variant of the truth, whereas rumors have
more versions, one might expect the set of true assertions to be smaller than the set of
false ones. Hence, we fix the total number of assertions to be 2000 and change the ratio
of true to total assertions from 0.1 to 0.6. The number of sources in the network is set
to 30. The prediction accuracy for both sources and assertions is shown in Figure 4.2.
Observe that the source correctness probability prediction error decreases as the ratio of
true assertions increases. This is intuitive: more independent true assertions can be used to
improve credibility estimates of sources. Additionally, the false positives and false negatives
increase because the true assertion set becomes less densely claimed and more true and false
assertions are misclassified as each other as the number of true assertions grows.
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Figure 4.2: Prediction Accuracy vs Varying True/Total Assertions
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Figure 4.3: Prediction Accuracy Comparison with Baseline Fact-finders
Finally, we compared our proposed Bayesian interpretation scheme to four other fact-
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finder schemes: Average-Log [24], Sums(Hubs and Authorities) [25], an adapted PageR-
ank [26] where claims are bidirectional “links” between source and asserted “documents”,
and TruthFinder [27]. We selected these because, unlike other state-of-art fact-finders (e.g.,
3-Estimates [20]), these do not require knowing what mutual exclusion, if any, exists among
the assertions. In this experiment, the number of true and false assertions is 1000 respec-
tively, the number of claims per source is 100, and the number of sources varies from 20 to
100. The fact-finder baselines treat multiple source-assertion network topologies as a whole
data set. Using the initial assertion beliefs suggested by [24], we ran each baseline fact-finder
for 20 iterations, and then selected the 1000 highest-belief assertions as those predicted to be
correct. The estimated probability of each source making a true claim was thus calculated
as the proportion of predicted-correct claims asserted relative to the total number of claims
asserted by source.
The compared results are shown in Figure 4.3. Observe that the prediction error of source
correctness probability by the Bayesian interpretation scheme is significantly lower than all
baseline fact-finder schemes. The reason is that these schemes are primarily designed with
ranking in mind. Hence, while the ranking of sources by credibility may be correct, they may
su↵er a bias in computing the exact probability of correctness. In contrast, the Bayesian
analysis estimates the source correctness probability based on Equation (4.34) derived in
this chapter, which is the contribution of this work. Note that, our technique does not o↵er
an advantage in classifying assertions as true or false, although it is generally as good as the
baselines. This is acceptable since the other techniques excel at ranking, which (together
with a hint on the number of correct assertions) is su cient to identify the correct ones. The
results illustrate the advantages of Equation (4.34).
Limitation of the Bayesian Approach The contributions of Equation (4.34) should
be interpretted with caution. There are several ways in which our evaluation is limited, as
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described below:
• First, the results are computed for a synthetic topology of the source-assertion network.
In this topology, each source is connected to a number of assertions at random with
a uniform distribution. In reality, some sources may be more likely to make certain
claims, leading to skewed source-claim topologies that may change the results. This
e↵ect has not been investigated.
• Second, we assumed that all assertions are independent. Hence, knowing the truth
value of one does not shed light on values of others. This is a very special case, as
most claims are often related. For example, the assertion that it is ”rainy” may also
imply that it is ”cloudy”. Other baselines we compared against are much better at
understanding and exploiting such relations. Hence, by assuming independence, we
essentially created an advantage in favor of our scheme.
• Third, we have not exploited the power of natural language processing. For example,
an assertion that there is a ”fire” and that something is ”burning” may corroborate
each other. Hence, a practical implementation of our scheme is not straightforward, as
it will need to understand such synonyms.
• Fourth, the approach is sensitive to prior assumptions. The following results show
what happens when the source reliability prior, pts (averaged over all sources), is not
correctly estimated. In this case, it can be seen that the Bayesian method is less accu-
rate than other fact-finders, even regarding on source reliability. Hence, the Bayesian
interpretation approach is sensitive to the prior of average reliability of all sources in
order to accurately predict the individual reliability of each source.
The simulation experiment was setup with 50 sources; with number of True and False
assertions as 1000 each respectively. The number of average claims per source is 150. Correct
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Figure 4.4: E↵ect of Error in Prior in Prediction Accuracy Comparison with Baseline
Fact-finders
source reliability prior: 0.75; Initial estimation o↵set on the source reliability prior: 0.02 0.2.
We observe that the Bayesian approach estimate less accurately than other fact-finders in
source reliability and the di↵erence becomes larger as the initial estimation o↵set on source
reliability increases. The detail result is shown in figure 4.4. This is because Bayesian inter-
pretation depends largely on the correct prior on source reliability for accurate estimation.
At the same time, we observe that Bayesian achieve similar false positives/negatives as other
fact-finders, this is because both Bayesian and other fact-finders depend on the correct prior
on assertions to make decisions on assertion correctness, which is independent of initial source
reliability prior o↵set.
Discussion
We just presented a Bayesian interpretation of the most basic fact-finding algorithm. The
question was to understand why the algorithm is successful at ranking, and to use that under-
standing to translate the ranking into actual probabilities. Several simplifying assumptions
were made that o↵er opportunities for future extensions.
No dependencies were assumed among di↵erent sources or di↵erent claims. In reality,
sources could be influenced by other sources. Claims could fall into mutual exclusion sets,
such as when one is the negation of the other. Taking such relations into account can further
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improve quality of fact-finding. The change in posterior probabilities due to any single edge
in the source-assertion network was assumed to be very small. In other words, we assumed
that | tikj| << 1 and |⌘tijk | << 1. It is interesting to extend the scheme to situations where
a mix of reliable and unreliable sources is used. In this case, assertions from reliable sources
can help improve the determination of credibility of other sources.
The probability that any one source makes any one assertion was assumed to be low.
Hence, the lack of an edge between a source and an assertion did not o↵er useful information.
There may be cases, however, when the absence of a link between a source and an assertion
is important. For example, when a source is expected to bear on an issue, a source that
“withholds the truth” exhibits absence of a link that needs to be accounted for.
Having the basic Bayesian interpretation in place, we can relax the above assumptions
and accommodate the mentioned extensions in future work. While the iterative relations
may become more cumbersome, we hope that the general outline of the proof can still be
followed for these more complex scenarios.
4.3 Architecture of A Data Distillation Service for Social Sensing
Apollo aims to facilitate developing human-centric sensing applications by minimizing the
e↵ort application developers need to spend on cleaning unreliable data and by increasing
the scalability of data cleaning. The analytics engine presented in the previous section does
not provide all necessary components to interface with real-world applications. This leaves
a number of questions in the design of social sensing systems:
• First, how to collect data in a general and application-independent fashion?
• Second, how to convert the collected data, which may consist of a range of data types,
into an application-independent form suitable for distillation?
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• Third, how to cluster various presentations referring to the same actual claims together
so that the network of sources and claims can be constructed properly before being fed
to the analytics engine?
In the rest of this section, we discuss our approach to addressing these questions. At a high-
level, to o↵er data collection and distillation as a service, we create a system with two classes
of components: application-independent and application-specific. The aim is to maximize
the number and functionality of application-independent components, while minimizing and
simplifying the application-specific ones. This has to be achieved in such a way that the
quality of the results is not compromised. In particular, the quality of results should be
comparable to (or at least not much worse than) that of custom-built solutions. In the next
three sections, we briefly overview our approach for addressing the above three questions,
respectively.
Data Collection
To address the first question (that of ensuring ease of data collection), the data collection
mechanism needs to support a large system composed of human or sensory data sources
that send human-centric observations that may include numerical values, text, or images.
A general data collection back-end should be able to easily search and collect observations
of interest independent of the data type. We find Twitter feeds to be a well-deployed in-
frastructure that supports such functionality. Using Twitter as the underlying engine for
sharing sensing data allows for rapid integration with new applications. On the surface,
Twitter o↵ers a service for sharing text messages in real-time. However, sensors can also
tweet their measurements. This is especially convenient if measurements are performed by
human-carried sensors, such as those mounted on cell-phones, which constitute a large part
of participatory and social sensing data sources. Finally, Twitter has also been used to share
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pictorial data. Cell-phone applications such as TwitPic allow pictures taken by cell-phones
to be uploaded to a TwitPic server, with links to them disseminated via Twitter. Apollo
supports Twitter as a data collection tool. This makes it easier to integrate existing cell-
phone-based sensory data collection applications that use Twitter without having to modify
them to use new specialized protocols. Having said so, Apollo also supports a specialized
data collection protocol that sends data to the Apollo server over a standard TCP/IP connec-
tion, should the application developer decide that the clients need to use it (by downloading
the Apollo protocol client).
Data Conversion
To address the second question (data conversion to application-independent types), we repre-
sent the reported observations by a graph of sources and claims that we call the source-claim
network . Sources simply refer to the IDs of devices that report the corresponding data.
Claims can be thought of as abstract objects reported by the sources. In the source-claim
network, a link between a source and a claim indicates that the source asserted that claim.
The structure and semantics of the claim objects need not be known to Apollo. All that
is needed is a measure of distance between claims. An application-specific part, called the
parser, is responsible for converting observations into a unified format for claims that in-
cludes a claim ID and a pointer to a claim object. A distance function is also defined. It
returns an application-specific notion of distance between claims. For example, if claims refer
to sensory data, such as temperature values, the distance function is simply the di↵erence
in temperature. If claims refer to pieces of text, the distance function could be the Jaccard
distance [28], a commonly used metric for deciding how similar two pieces of text are. Fi-
nally, if claims refer to images taken, a distance metric might be the color correlogram [29]
or another visual similarity metric in vision literature. Note that, claims can also be multi-
dimensional. For example, if temperature is sensed at di↵erent locations and di↵erent times
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of day, one can think of these measurements as points in a space whose dimensions are sensor
value (temperature), location, and time of day. A distance metric such as an (appropriately
weighted) L2 norm can be defined between points in that space.
The source-claim network is a general representation of reported sensory data that enables
cleaning. Other than the initial parser that converts the original data format into the
source-claim representation, the only application-specific component that is needed for data
distillation is the distance function. Once the source-claim graph is formed and distances
are computed, the rest of the distillation task is application-independent.
Clustering
The first step in the application-independent distillation process is to perform clustering of
claims. Clustering is an important step that significantly improves the scalability and quality
of the process. In a real-world human-centric sensing application, sources will typically
report slightly di↵erent observations, even when they measure the same variable or observe
the same event. This results in a large number of (slightly di↵erent) individual claims and a
large, poorly-connected, source-claim network, which has at least two negative consequences.
First, it impairs scalability of the distillation algorithm (and increases its convergence time).
Second, it lowers the quality of outputs because similar claims are treated separately and
cannot get the credibility boost they would have enjoyed had they been considered together.
Clustering of similar claims alleviates the above problems. It results in smaller well-connected
source-claim networks in which joint estimation of source and claim correctness converges
rapidly and the outcome becomes more accurate. The output of the clustering algorithm is
a graph of individual sources and claim clusters (we call consolidated claims) that is input
to the generic algorithm for joint estimation of source and claim correctness.
With the solutions for each of aforementioned questions provided, together with the core
analytics engine, we have all essential components of a social data distillation service. Fig-
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ure 4.5 illustrates the functional architecture of Apollo and the expectation maximization
process.
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Figure 4.5: The architecture of Apollo.
4.3.1 Evaluation Results
We evaluate our system in four representative scenarios of increasing complexity, that cover
the range of roles humans play in data collection. In the first, humans act as both sensors and
sensor operators. Specifically, we consider geotagging applications, where locations of specific
occurrences of interest are captured by users. Apollo automatically decides which reports are
true and which are not. In the second, humans act as sensor operators. Users use cameras
on their mobile devices to capture pictures and report their concern/attention. Apollo
automacitally inspects and decides which pictures are relevant to the sensing task. In the
third, humans act as sensor carriers. A set of participants simply allow GPS sensors in their
possession to automatically report tra c speed data. Without direct human supervision, we
show that the data reported is noisy enough that computing average tra c statistics from it
is not always accurate. However, when data are clustered and ranked by Apollo, the quality
of reported average statistics increases considerably. In the fourth and last scenario, we
use Twitter data collected during uprisings of the “Arab Spring” (namely, the Cairo unrest
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in the first two weeks of February 2011, when more than 1,000,000 tweets were collected).
In this case, humans act as sensors, themselves. A significant number of raw text reports
describe a much smaller number of events on Tahrir Square; some real and some rumored.
We use Apollo to identify the distinct events from raw text and assign credibility values to
them. We compare the results to media reports showing great correspondence with ground
truth.
In all cases, we show that Apollo produces results that are more accurate than simple
voting or averaging. The intuitive reason is that voting and averaging do not take source
credibility into account. Apollo, jointly computes both source credibility and credibility
of observations made by sources. Hence, it results in much more accurate estimates of
probability of correctness of di↵erent claims.
We evaluate Apollo and show how di↵erent human-centric sensing applications with a
variety of data types can be easily implemented using our data distillation service. For
each application, we first describe the implementation of application-specific components,
then we compare data cleaning with Apollo to other relevant baselines. Four social sensing
applications are described in the order of complexity from the simplest to the most elaborate:
• Geo-tagging: In this “toy” example, we represent the general category of applications
where participants search for occurrences of observations of interest and upload to a
central server the location tags of such observations. Detecting invasive species in the
“What’s Invasive” campaign [30] is an instance of such applications.
• PictureMe: This application extends the above simple case by allowing users to report
pictures reflecting concerns about a neighborhood or a local community. Apollo is used
with a distance function that compares image content and location to identify those
that should deserve more attention.
• Speed Mapping: In this application, individuals carry GPS devices (cell phones) and
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share speed data to compute vehicular tra c conditions. They can be in or out of their
cars. Various conditions such as faulty sensors or collecting data while not driving can
contribute to inaccurate speed estimation. Apollo is used to distinguish between invalid
and accurate driving speed data.
• Human Sensors: In this application, humans act as the sensors, simply tweeting about
what they see. Apollo identifies what it believes to be the most credible tweets. We
show that Apollo can identify important events as they occur and matches well events
reported by the media.
In the rest of this section, we describe and evaluate each application separately. There
are two observations to remember at this point. First, the purpose of this evaluation is
to understand how well Apollo can distill data. Hence, we are concerned with knowing
ground truth. For this reason (except in the raw Twitter data case), we run controlled
experiments, where we know the reliable and unreliable participants upfront, and hence
know ground truth by design. Second, it is not the purpose of this evaluation to show that
Apollo outperforms cleaning solutions tailored to the respective applications. The design goal
of Apollo is di↵erent. It is to provide a “quick and dirty” cleaning option that is suitable
for a wide variety of applications. The main value proposition is to reduce the amount of
data that needs to be processed by the application or by subsequent cleaning stages. We do
compare Apollo performance to an ideal cleaning solution (i.e., to ground truth) as a proxy
for highly-tailored application-specific cleaning solutions, in addition to the simple heuristics
(e.g., voting and averaging). We show that Apollo approaches the former and outperforms
the latter.
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Figure 4.6: The ROC graph of correct observations in the simulated geo-tagging
application.
Application I: Geo-Taggging
Geotagging applications are those where participants document locations of observations
of interest. The observations themselves can be di↵erent across di↵erent applications. For
example, locations of invasive species are collected in the “What’s invasive” project [30]. A
key challenge is to be able to tell true observations from erroneous or frivolous ones. Even
when observations are supported by pictures, reported location tags can be inaccurate, which
motivates some data cleaning.
In this section, we demonstrate a “toy” example of cleaning with Apollo, illustrating how
it might be used in a simple application. To do so, we synthetically generate traces of 20
emulated hikers on a map, who observe occurrences of certain conditions on their path (for
the sake of illustration, say, the hikers are asked to geotag locations of excessive litter). The
ground-truth locations are chosen such that some lie on common paths whereas others are
not well-visited. The emulated hikers report the coordinates of these locations if they come
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Apollo Voting
Rel. Irrel. Rel. Irrel.
Identified as Relevant 12 0 9 2
Identified as Irrelevant 0 8 3 6
Table 4.1: Comparing claim confusion matrices in the geotagging application for Apollo
and voting scheme.
across them. The emulated reporting is not perfect. Some hikers are “less observant” (they
miss reporting litter with some probability). Others report false observations.
In order to customize Apollo for this application, all one needs is a distance metric to in-
dicate which claims are closer together. Since the claims merely report locations (of litter),
the application-specific distance metric module is chosen to simply return the Euclidean dis-
tance between reported litter coordinates. Observations that are more than 50 meters apart
are considered to be unrelated (and, hence, no link is generated between the corresponding
claims by the distance module).
When Apollo completes its data distillation, eliminating the less credible locations of
reported litter, it passes the rest on to the application that simply returns the surviving
locations as the found locations of litter (actually, since location claims are clustered, the
centroid of each cluster is returned).
We also compare Apollo to a voting-based scheme. In that scheme, location claims are clus-
tered and clusters are ranked based on their size: clusters that are smaller than a threshold
(i.e., have fewer votes) are dropped (i.e., deemed to be insu ciently corroborated observa-
tions). The rest are returned as true locations of litter.
We show, in Figure 4.6, that Apollo-based cleaning outperforms the voting-based scheme.
We change the credibility threshold used in Apollo (for deciding which locations to return),
as well as the threshold number of votes used in the voting scheme for the same purpose.
We derive the number of true positives and false positives and plot them against each other,
which is known as an ROC graph. An ROC graph is a common way of examining classifiers.
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Ideally one wants to see a graph that is higher and closer to the Y-axis. It implies more
true positives (i.e., fewer false negatives) as well as fewer false positives. A perfect classifier
is one which includes the top left-most point in the plot, where the rate of false positives is
zero and the rate of true positives is one.
The results show that Apollo, in this case, is an ideal classifier. It removes all false litter
observations and reports all of the true ones. The voting based mechanism, on the other
hand, either produces false positives or cannot report all relevant observations, for any chosen
voting threshold.
Table 4.1 presents the confusion matrices for claims as classified (into true or false) by
Apollo and the voting scheme. The confusion matrix shows the number of claims that have
been classified correctly (as true or false) and the number that have been misclassified. For
example, the right half of Table 4.1 shows that 9 actual event locations have been labeled
correctly by voting while the remaining 3 actual location were misclassified as false. In
contrast, Apollo classified all reports correctly.
Application II: PictureMe
PictureMe is a slightly modified geotagging application example, that allows individuals to
take and share pictures of the objects they geotag. Consider an example campaign where
participants are asked to pictorially document historic landmarks in their city. In this appli-
cation, people are the sources. Pictures are the “claims” (claiming the photographed objects
to be historic landmarks). Pictures of the same landmark share similarity, both in terms
of location and visual content. The distance metric used in this application is therefore
a combination of location and visual similarity. It allows similar pictures taken at nearby
locations to be clustered together. When a large number of people participate in the col-
lection, some sources might upload pictures of irrelevant objects (that are not true historic
landmarks). While it may be possible to spot these by manual inspection, Apollo automates
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such an inspection process. In this scenario, Apollo is used to distill the list of actual historic
landmarks. Note that schemes that rely on corroboration alone (i.e., where a larger cluster
of similar pictures gives more credibility to the content) will correctly report landmarks in
more populated locations, but perhaps not those in places further o↵ the populated routes.
The latter may be captured by Apollo because it also computes source credibility (degree
to which the sources appear to document true landmarks), and ranks pictures of credible
sources higher, including those with a low degree of corroboration.
To evaluate the performance of Apollo in a controlled setting, we took pictures of historic
campus landmarks that could, for example, be included in brochure of historic sites on
campus. To design a controlled experiment, each source flips a weighted coin that depends
on its pre-assigned (i.e., ground truth) probability of correctness. If the coin shows “true”
the source takes a picture of an approved historic landmark from a given list. If the coin
shows “false” the source takes a random picture. This is repeated multiple times for each
source. Three data sets of pictures of selected landmarks and other sights were taken in this
process (using camera-phones that upload the pictures and tweet the picture URLs). Each
picture was geo-tagged with its associated GPS location.
As mentioned earlier, to customize Apollo to this application, we needed a corresponding
distance metric module. We developed a module that uses GPS locations as well as a
color correlogram (CC) [29] to establish logical distance between two pictures. The color
correlogram measures the correlation between colors of pixels positioned a certain distance
part. For a set of colors and distance values, we compute a feature vector for each picture.
The logical distance between two pictures is given by a normalized sum of their physical
distance and the Euclidean distance between two CC vectors. Physical distance is given
a higher weight than color distance. Hence, pictures taken at di↵erent physical locations
would have the highest logical distance (and be considered unrelated). Pictures taken at
nearby locations that look di↵erent would have a lower logical distance. Finally, pictures
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that look similar and are taken at nearby locations would have the smallest logical distance
and be generally clustered together. After distillation, surviving pictures were passed to the
application and presented to the user (e.g., for inclusion in the campus brochure).
The fraction of actual landmark pictures that survives distillation can be regarded as true-
positives and the fraction of non-landmark pictures that are reported as well are treated as
false-positives. In Figure 4.8, we plot an ROC graph to present the true positive rate against
false positive rates for three di↵erent data sets. We also show results from voting that ranks
clusters in descending order of size. We see that Apollo outperforms voting by a good margin
using all di↵erent data sets. Figure 4.7 shows some of the top winning landmark pictures.
Figure 4.7: Some top winning landmark pictures, from left to right: Algelt Hall, Fallen
Rocks at Main Quad, Tower at South Quad, Spring Colored Trees at Beckman Institute,
Thinking Man statue at Main Library, Bike rail at Siebel Center
Application III: Speed Mapping
A major category of human-centric sensing applications involves people as sensor carriers,
sharing time-series data from periodically sampled sensors. We implement an example tra c
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Figure 4.8: The ROC graph of the PictureMe application comparing Apollo with the
voting scheme.
monitoring application to show how this type of data (namely, GPS trajectories in this case)
can be cleaned using Apollo. While there are other techniques for cleaning time-series data,
we include this case study in our evaluation to demonstrate the generality of Apollo and its
ability to work well in cleaning vastly di↵erent types of inputs.
The goal of our speed mapping application is to create a speed map of di↵erent streets
showing the average vehicular tra c speed as a function of location. Individuals carry
phones that share GPS and speed information via Twitter. Apollo identifies and drops bad
data. The rest are passed to the application and used to calculate the average tra c speed.
We study the data cleaning performance in three di↵erent cases of injected data errors: (i)
inconsistent context, (ii) faulty sensors, and (iii) incorrect calibration.
By inconsistent context we refer to cases where reported GPS trajectories do not repre-
sent those of a vehicle (instead, pedestrian data is mixed in). The erroneous inclusion of
some pedestrian data in the mix alters the average speed values that are supposed to be
computed for vehicular tra c. Several application-specific methods are proposed to detect
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(a) Averaging (b) Apollo (c) GroundTruth
Figure 4.9: Output of the speed mapping application.
pedestrians and non-vehicles in speed mapping applications [31]. For example, accelerometer
signatures can be used to distinguish pedestrians from drivers. We show how our application-
independent framework can achieve similar data cleaning performance.
Faulty sensors are another common cause of error in all sensing applications. Noise removal
often requires prior application specific knowledge such as a noise model or distribution of
di↵erent variables, which (again) we do not need with Apollo.
Finally, incorrect calibration is a case where we misconfigure sensors to reports their data
in di↵erent units (e.g., speed values in km/h instead of mph) unbeknown to the collection
server. We use our Apollo-based implementation to remove such wrongly calibrated data.
Implementation We implemented an actual speed mapping application, where the client
side runs on Android phones and reports its data to Apollo, whereas the server side takes its
input from Apollo and computes the average tra c speed. Streets are segmented into 500-
feet segments identified by a segment id. Each claim consists of a segment id, an average
speed value and the number of samples used for averaging.
The distance metric is defined such that the distance is infinity if the segment ids di↵er.
Otherwise, it is the absolute di↵erence in the speed value. After distillation with Apollo,
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Figure 4.10: The average speed on Main street in the inconsistent context scenario.
the application takes surviving speed measurements and creates the speed map by simply
averaging them for each road segment. A color-coded map of the area is produced using
Google Map static API. Figure 4.9 is a map of an area that highlights the speed value at
a particular location using color-coded marks. The deep blue color means zero speed and a
complete red represents the maximum speed (50mph in our experiments).
On the client side, GPS-equipped Android smart-phones (in particular Nexus One and
Nexus S phones) do the data collection. An android application is developed to sample
GPS location, time, speed, and bearing every 5 seconds. Two identifiers are added to each
sample: a NodeID (the cellphone unique IMEI identifier), and a SampleID (cellphone local
timestamp value). Each sample is then formatted as a string of key-values and shared via
Twitter. A total of 15 hours of driving data was collected that covers 10 streets and around
180 miles.
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Average Error (%) Simple Averaging Apollo
Main Street 41.89 9.23
Oak Street 7.71 6.17
First Street 6.89 6.38
Lake Street 0.0 0.53
All Streets 15.0 6.2
Table 4.2: Average error in the inconsistent context scenario.
Inconsistent Context In the first experiment with the speed mapping application, we
investigate the ability of Apollo to remove data that are shared from an inconsistent context.
Here, we insert sources who share GPS speed traces while walking instead of driving. When
looking at the average speed value at each road segment for a particular street, we observe
in Figure 4.10 that the lower pedestrian speed significantly reduces the average tra c speed
values for the segments. However, our Apollo implementation of speed mapping removes the
pedestrians from averaging and results in a curve much closer to ground truth. The ground
truth represents the best possible performance of a well-designed application-specific scheme
(e.g., [31]) .
Table 4.2 shows the average percentage error in speed estimation on four di↵erent streets.
As the results suggest, using Apollo reduces the error compared to a simple averaging scheme.
Faulty Sensors In the second speed mapping experiment, we investigate the performance
of Apollo in the presence of faulty sensors. This example naturally occurred during testing,
as some of the phones (particularly Nexus Ones) produced very noisy speed values (in ranges
from 0 to 150 miles per hour). Application-specific knowledge can be used here to remove
the outliers from the data set. By doing this experiment, we aim to show how Apollo can
achieve similar performance without using the application-specific knowledge. Again, we
plot the speed curve for First street in Figure 4.11 based on both the ground truth and
results from simple averaging and Apollo.
The application-specific noise removal scheme uses knowledge of speed limit values, re-
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Figure 4.11: The average speed on Oak street in the faulty sensor scenario.
Average Error (%) Simple Averaging Noise Removal Apollo
Main Street 21.76 8.95 14.04
Oak Street 13.36 5.56 5.29
First Street 25.25 5.32 16.18
Lake Street 29.55 1.54 2.4
All Streets 25.31 6.87 9.48
Table 4.3: Average error in the faulty sensor scenario.
moving samples that are larger than 30% above the street speed limit. We compare the
average error over all street segments and report the results in Table 4.3. Note that, the
result from Apollo is quite comparable with the application-specific noise removal scheme.
Incorrect Calibration The final experiment for the speed mapping application focuses
on the case where the sensors are incorrectly calibrated. We emulate incorrectly calibrated
devices by incorrectly reporting the speed in km/h instead of mph on some phones (without
telling the right units to the receiver). Again, we compare both simple averaging and Apollo
in computing the average speed values in each street segment. Figure 4.12 compares the
color coded maps generated by each method. The higher speed values caused by converting
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Figure 4.12: The average speed on First street in the calibration error scenario.
Average Error (%) Simple Averaging Apollo
Main Street 21.22 5.4
Oak Street 14.85 3.97
First Street 21.02 12.08
Lake Street 17.47 5.74
All Streets 19.02 6.63
Table 4.4: Average error in the incorrect calibration scenario.
mph to km/h are visible in the middle map. We show the average error over all segments
in Table 4.4. The results show a significant improvement when using Apollo.
Application IV: Humans as Sensors
The third category of human-centric applications focuses on human as sensors. Social net-
works and in particular Twitter can be considered a huge source of human-generated sensing
data. By allowing sharing only short messages (a.k.a “tweets”) of no more than 140 char-
acters, Twitter has become the main tool for sharing information in real time. As a result,
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di↵erent search engines like Google and Bing already include tweets as an important part of
their search results. In this application, we construct progression of historical events from
collected tweets generated during the time of the real events.
Like other human-centric sensing applications there are several cleaning challenges in-
volved. First, since anybody can share anything at anytime easily, a person can tweet about
anything and anybody can produce bogus and irrelevant information. Second, it is not sim-
ple to figure out trust-worthiness of a source since anybody can create a Twitter account.
Third, the amount of data produced on Twitter is massive, any algorithm has to be e cient
enough to be practical.
Implementation Details The tweets were collected using Twitter API during the time
of the real events (Cairo Unrest, Japan Tsunami, and London Riots). Despite the non-trivial
nature of this application, building it was simple.
For the distance metric, we use the Jaccard distance [28], a simple yet widely used distance
function for the content of the tweets. Jaccard distance is the ratio of the size of the set of
shared keywords and the size of the set of all keywords of two tweets. All stop-words are
discarded since they do not contribute any noticeable meaning to the tweets’ content. Since
a tweet is a relatively short string of text, we observed that Jaccard distance is su cient for
the purpose.
The application simply reports the most credible tweet of the hour every hour in chrono-
logical order. From this presentation, users are able to capture or reconstruct the history of
events hour-by-hour.
Experiment setting We used more than 1 millions tweets from Egypt Unrest, more than
1 millions tweets from Japan Tsunami, and around 800 thousands tweets from London Riots
(which happened during the course of this project). In all cases, the progression of events
was successfully reconstructed hour by hour. The accuracy of the found facts were verified
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with news reported by traditional media.
Egypt Unrest: In the case of Egypt Unrest, tweets were collected from February 1st until
February 14th. We then chose 10 important events reported by media as ground truth.
We compare the reported hourly top tweets to the chosen ground truth events. The results
show that all ground truth events are in fact covered by the hourly top tweets returned by
Twitter. We repeated the experiment with the voting scheme, returning only the tweet with
the highest number of votes (i.e., number of sources) every hour. These tweets did not cover
all the ground truth events. We then increased the reported tweets to top 2, 3, and so on.
Using the voting algorithm, we eventually needed to look down to the 6th ranked tweet of
every hour to find all of the ground truth events. This means that voting is not as good at
ranking ground truth highly. While the di↵erence between 1 and 6 might seems small as
a ranking, the implication is that the user will need to wade through six times more data
to find relevant information. Figure 4.13 shows the coverage of ground truth events (truth
coverage) versus the lowest tweet tank one needs to consider to attain that coverage. Results
are compared for Twitter and voting. Table 4.5 shows the ground-truth events and the found
tweets by Twitter.
We then looked at ground truth facts reported by both Twitter and Voting, and compared
the times that these facts were reported as the top tweet of the hour. Results show that
Twitter reporting times are often earlier than those of voting. We suspect this is because
voting has to wait until the fact reaches su cient popularity. Table 4.6 shows the found
facts and the reported time by Twitter, and voting (we could not track down media’s exact
reporting times).
Japan Tsunami: More than 1 million tweets were collected from March 11th 2011 to March
21th 2011. The above experiment was repeated for the new data set. As before, important
events reported by media were used as ground-truth for evaluation. Table 4.7 compares
10 example events reported by media to the top tweets reported by Apollo showing great
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Fact Media Tweet by Twitter
1 Google release speak2tweet technology
for the people in Egypt
RT@googlearabia we are trying
to spread these numbers among
Egyptians: +16504194796 &
+390662207294. Speak to Tweet.
#jan25 #Tahrir Square
2 Number of protesters in Cairo’s Tahir
Square are revised to more than a mil-
lion people
RT @AJELive: Al Jazeera’s corre-
spondent in #Egypt’s Tahrir Square
says that up to two million people are
protesting in the square and surround-
ing areas.
3 Hosni Mubarak announce that he will
on TV for a public address
RT @AJEnglish: Hosni Mubarak ex-
pected to speak to soon. Tune in to
#AlJazeera to watch the coverage live:
http://aje.me/ajelive #mubarak ...
4 Internet services partially restored in
Cairo
FLASH: Egypt internet starts working
in Cairo, other cities - users
5 Bursts of heavy gunfire early aimed
at anti-government demonstrators in
Tahrir leave at least five people dead
and several wounded
RT @queen iceis: Wow RT @bencnn:
Witness in #Tahrir says pro-democracy
people being shot at from rooftops, sev-
eral dead. #Egypt #Jan25.
6 Hundred of thousands of anti-
government protesters gather in
Tahrir Square for what they have
termed the ”Day of Departure”
RT @sharifkouddous: Tahrir is getting
packed. Ppl streaming in. They are
calling today ”The day of departure” for
Mubarak #Egypt
7 The leadership of Egypt’s ruling Na-
tional Democratic Party resign, includ-
ing Gamal Mubarack, the son of Hosni
Mubarak. Hossam Badrawi, a member
of the liberal wing of the party, became
the new secretary-general
RT @BreakingNews: President Hosni
Mubarak resigns as head of Egypt’s rul-
ing party, according to state TV - Sky
News http://bit.ly/fHvJRr
8 Al Jazeera correspondent Ayman Mo-
hyeldin is detained by the Egyptian mil-
itary.
RT @DominiqueRdr: RT @evanchill:
We can now tell you that our Cairo cor-
respondent, @aymanM, has been in mil-
itary custody for four hours. Please RT
#Jan25
9 Ayman Mohyeldin is released seven
hours later.
RT @bencnn: #AJE’s @AymanM has
been released! #freeayman
10 Wael Ghonim, a Google executive and
political activist arrested by the state
authorities since Jan 28 is released
RT @bencnn Wael @Ghonim has been
released. #Tahrir #Egypt #Jan25
Table 4.5: Ground truth events and related tweets found by Twitter in Egypt Unrest
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Figure 4.13: Truth coverage vs top results needed for Egypt Unrest dataset
correspondence between the two sets.
London Riots: Finally, around 800 thousands tweets were collected from August 9th 2011
to August 26th 2011 during London riots. Important events reported by media were used
as ground-truth for evaluation. Table 4.8 highlights 10 such events and corresponding two
tweets. It is clear in all cases that the top tweets reported by Apollo have great correspon-
dence to events reported later by media (which we consider ground truth).
The above is of course not a conclusive evaluation of Apollo performance, but rather
anecdotal evidence obtained from several di↵erent data sets that suggests the e cacy of
data distillation at retaining the most important events after the distillation process.
The results show that the hourly top-1 tweets of Twitter alone cover the important ground
truth facts; while in the voting algorithm, some facts were ranked lower. Figure 4.14 shows
the true event coverage versus the number of tweets that need to be retained from the top in
order to achieve the coverage in question for the Japan data set. The ranking of Apollo and
voting schemes are compared. It can be seen that Apollo ranks these events higher, meaning
that a user will need to wade through less data to find relevant facts. A similar favourable
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Fact# Twitter Voting
1 2011-02-01 11:00 2011-02-01 11:00
2 2011-02-01 13:00 2011-02-01 15:00
3 2011-02-01 19:00 2011-02-01 20:00
4 2011-02-02 10:00 2011-02-02 11:00
5 2011-02-03 02:00 2011-02-03 04:00
6 2011-02-04 07:00 2011-02-04 08:00
7 2011-02-05 16:00 2011-02-05 16:00
8 2011-02-06 14:00 2011-02-06 16:00
9 2011-02-06 20:00 2011-02-06 20:00
10 2011-02-07 15:00 2011-02-07 16:00
Table 4.6: Report time of ground-truth facts by Twitter and voting. The rounded times
are due to the fact that we report top-1 tweets of each hour
result was also observed in the London Riots dataset.
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Figure 4.14: Truth coverage vs top results needed in Japan Earthquake dataset
Latency: The latency observed between Twitter and voting are too closed to report in
this case.
E↵ect of Quality of Distance Function In the Timeline Recovery application, we the
text distance function is a jaccard distance as explained. In our implementation, we filtered
out words which do not contribute to the meaning of the tweets (which called stop-words).
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Fact Media Tweet by Twitter
1 The first earthquake hit Japan RT @Hu↵PostWorld: BREAKING:
Massive 7.9 earthquake reportedly
rocks Japan, 19-foot tsunamis feared
http://hu↵.to/ezzmQb
2 The government warns the possibility of
radiation leak
RT @Reuters: Japan warns of ra-
diation leak from quake-hit plants
http://t.co/iAFcDZg
3 Large number of dead and missing were
reported
RT @BreakingNews: Latest Japan
quake toll: 398 dead, 805 missing - Ky-
odo
4 Prediction of high probability of nuclear
meltdown at Fukushima
RT @Reuters: FLASH: #Japan nuclear
authorities say high possibility of melt-
down at Fukushima Daiichi No. 1 reac-
tor - Jiji
5 Explosion at Fukushiman nuclear plant RT @BreakingNews Explosion heard at
quake-hit Fukushima nuclear plant in
Japan - AFP via Sky News ¡= oh gosh
:/
6 Another big earthquake hit Fukushima Not again RT @BreakingNews: Quake
with preliminary magnitude of 6 hits
Fukushima in northern Japan - Reuters
via NHK
7 Cooling system at Fukushima nuclear
plant failed
RT @komonews: RT @Reuters:
Japan’s nuclear safety agency says
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Plant No.
3 reactor’s emergency cooling system
not functioning
8 Many other quakes reported hit Japan. RT @cnnbrk: USGS: More than
140 quakes mag. 4.5 and higher
in NE Japan in 24 hours #quake
http://on.cnn.com/fyrSuV
9 Another reactor at Fukushima has
problem
RT @BreakingNews: Japan’s nu-
clear safety agency reports an emer-
gency at a second reactor - AP
http://bit.ly/hk8r1u
10 Nuclear meltdown was suspected to
happen at Fukushima
RT @GeorgeTakei: RT @CNN: Melt-
down may be under way at Fukushima
nuclear reactor, an o cial w/ Japan’s
safety agency says. #NowWePray
Table 4.7: Ground truth events and related tweets found by Twitter in Japan Tsumani
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Fact Media Tweet by Twitter
1 Information about London riot flood so-
cial media sites
London Riots: Twitter Tra c Surges
in the UK [STATS]: Tra c is surging
to Twitter and major media website...
http://bit.ly/qh45N6
2 Blackberry’s website was hacked, which
made speading of riot worse
Hackers hit Blackberry over riots: A
hacker group has attacked Blackberry’s
website after the company said it wo...
http://bbc.in/nz2hJ7
3 UK government want Facebook, Twit-
ter, and RIM to notice about their role
in the riots
UK Govt. to meet Facebook, Twitter
and RIM about their responsibility to
not fuel riots http://t.co/Vm1xJCp via
@thenextweb
4 A young woman was arrested to using
Blackberry messenger to aid the riots
18-year-old woman from east London
charged under Serious Crime Act for us-
ing Blackberry messenger to encourage
others to take part in #riots
5 Riots got worse in Hackney #tools Rellen in Londen HQ Lon-
don Riots Now In Hackney: KIJK
VERDER: urly.nl Zorg dat je bo...
http://t.co/f6PeWCt #internetmarket-
ing
6 Police started to use tougher solutions UK riots: Police water cannon and plas-
tic bullets? After 50 years of the most
lavish welfare state on earth? Wha...
http://t.co/6Qv24hk
7 The priminister critize the ”broken so-
ciety”
Cameron blames UK riots on ’moral
collapse’ http://bit.ly/pmOuLc
8 The priminister consider the posibility
of blocking social media sites to avoid
spreading of the riots.
UK’s Cameron Ponders Blocking #so-
cial #media Sites if Riots Continue
http://t.co/qiEQdNIV
9 Facial Recognition Software is started
being used to identify suspects ap-
peared on social media sites and surveil-
lance systems.
Police Used Facial Recognition Software
To ID Suspects in UK Riots [Riots]
http://t.co/rKbxxEG
10 Police cracked important plot attacking
sensitive venues.
UK police say they foiled planned at-
tacks on 2012 Olympics site, shopping
centers, in riots -AP #LondonRiots
Table 4.8: Ground truth events and related tweets found by Twitter in London riots
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Figure 4.15: E↵ect of Quality of Distance Function
In this part, we try di↵erent versions of the distance function with di↵erent add-ons. An
add-on that we consider beside filtering stop-words is stemming. The idea of stemming is to
reduce the words to their root form. For examle, ”protesting” shall be reduced to ”protest”;
there for two tweets with di↵erent forms of a same word will beconsided as sharing that
word. Figure 4.15 show the performance of Apollo in the Timeline Recovery application
with di↵erent version of the text distance functions. As we observe, stop-word filtering does
improve the performance of Apollo, while stemming is not neccessary. This hint us that as
long as the distance function is su ciently refect the coarse-rgdi↵erence
4.3.2 Discussion
Our work confirmed the hypothesis that it is possible to build (largely) application-
independent data cleaning services for social sensing applications that can distill di↵erent
data formats including boolean observations, time-series data, as well as unstructured data
such as text and images. There is a possibility of using the links between di↵erent content
types (like image and text report the same fact about an event) to enrich the information
in the network of sources and claims, but this work by its own is a sizeable problem. We
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are having some research collaboration along that direction, but it is too early to report any
confident result; we, therefore, leave this as a future work.
Many interesting aspects of designing a good data distillation service remain candidates
for future work. Importantly, we have not investigated the robustness of the service to
malicious use. In principle, if the algorithm used to determine the credibility of claims is
made known, it becomes possible for colluding agents to foil it; a topic we have not addressed.
Individuals can also gain credibility by consistently providing true observations, then exploit
that accumulated credibility to insert bad data into the mix and have it pass the distillation
filter. This problem is common to reputation-based systems. It remains relevant here since
the underlying algorithm tries to estimate source credibility as well.
Our focus has been on describing a general architecture for data distillation. Once the ar-
chitecture is defined, it is possible to improve the underlying maximum likelihood estimation
algorithm as needed. The algorithm described in this chapter does have several limitations.
For example, we have not explicitly described how to handle conflicting claims. We also have
not described how to account for non-independent sources. In the case of Twitter, it could
be that a large set of individuals report the same observation not because they independently
observed themselves it but because they heard it from a source they trust (which could in fact
be wrong). Such rumor propagation needs to be detected, possibly by observing correlations
in reporting among sources over time, or by considering the social network of sources. Once
an appropriate solution to this problem is adopted, it can be easily incorporated into our
architecture simply by upgrading the maximum likelihood estimation algorithm to account
for the additional information.
We illustrated the use of Apollo in the context of many di↵erent applications. In many
cases, other application-specific outlier elimination techniques could have been used. We
stress the word application-specific because, for example, the numeric techniques that could
have been used for outlier detection in ordered time-series data might not necessarily work
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for text and pictures. The contribution of Apollo therefore lies in laying a foundation for
data distillation that works well across a large spectrum of dissimilar input types.
Till this point, we presented Apollo, a general data distillation service for human-centric
sensing. The service cleans input data in scenarios where data are noisy, sources are unre-
liable, or their reliability is unknown. As a general service, Apollo was designed to operate
with minimum application dependent parts and provide a first tier of data cleaning to reduce
the data processing burden at later stages of the workflow. As demonstrated, Apollo e↵ec-
tively reduced bad data in several representative scenarios of human-centric participatory
sensing that span text, images and time-series data.
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CHAPTER 5
SOURCE SELECTION IN SOCIAL SENSING
APPLICATIONS
The study in this chapter develops algorithms for improved source selection in social sensing
applications that exploit social networks (such as Twitter, Flickr, or other mass dissem-
ination networks) for reporting. The collection point in these applications would simply
be authorized to view relevant information from participating clients (either by explicit
client-side action or by default such as on Twitter). Social networks, therefore, create un-
precedented opportunities for the development of sensing applications, where humans act as
sensors or sensor operators, simply by posting their observations or measurements on the
shared medium. Resulting social sensing applications, for example, can report tra c speed
based on GPS data shared by drivers, or determine damage in the aftermath of a natural
disaster based on eye-witness reports. A key problem, when dealing with human sources on
social media, is the di culty in ensuring independence of measurements, making it harder
to distinguish fact from rumor. This is because observations posted by one source are avail-
able to its neighbors in the social network, who may, in-turn, propagate those observations
without verifying their correctness, thus creating correlations and bias. A corner-stone of
successful social sensing is therefore to ensure an unbiased sampling of sources that mini-
mizes dependence between them. This chapter explores the merits of such diversification. It
shows that a diversified sampling is advantageous not only in terms of reducing the number
of samples but also in improving our ability to correctly estimate the accuracy of data in
social sensing.
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5.1 Introduction
This chapter investigates algorithms for source selection in social sensing applications3.
We interpret social sensing broadly to mean the set of applications, where humans act as
the sensors or sensor operators. An example application might be a participatory sensing
campaign to report locations of o↵ensive gra ti on campus walls, or to identify parking lots
that become free of charge after 5pm. Another example might be a damage assessment e↵ort
in the aftermath of a natural or man-made disaster, where a group of volunteers (or survivors)
survey the damaged area and report problems they see that are in need of attention. Social
sensing benefits from the fact that humans are the most versatile sensor. This genre of
sensing is popularized by the ubiquity of network connectivity o↵ered by cell-phones, and
the growing means of information dissemination, thanks to Twitter, Flickr, Facebook, and
other social networks.
Compared to applications that exploit well-placed physical sensors, social sensing is prone
to a new type of inaccuracy; namely, unknown dependence between sources, which a↵ects
data credibility assessment. This dependence arises from the fact that information shared by
some sources (say via a social network such as Twitter) can be broadly seen by others, who
may in turn report the same information later. Hence, it becomes harder to tell whether
information received is independently observed and validated by the source or not. When
data items are inherently noisy, one would like to use the degree of corroboration (i.e., how
many sources report the same data) as an indication of trustworthiness. For example, one
would like to believe an event reported by 100 individuals more than an event reported by a
single source. However, if those individuals are simply relaying what they heard from others,
then the actual degree of corroboration cannot be readily computed, and sensing becomes
prone to rumors and mis-information.
3This work was done in collaboration with Md Yusuf S Uddin, Md Tanvir Al Amin, Tarek Abdelzaher,
Boleslaw Szymanski, and Tommy Nguyen
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This chapter investigates the e↵ect of diversifying the sources of information on the re-
sulting credibility assessment. We use Twitter as our social network, and collect tweets
representing events reported during Egypt unrest (demonstrations in February 2011 that led
the resignation of the Egyptian president) and hurricane Irene (one of the few hurricanes
that made landfall near New York City in 2011). In our dataset, some of the tweets relay
events that are independently observed by their sources. Others are simply relayed tweets.
While it is generally impossible to tell whether or not content of two similar tweets was
independently observed, our premise is that by analyzing the social network of sources, we
can identify those that are “close” and those that are “not close”. By using more diversified
sources, we can increase the odds that the chosen sources o↵er independent observations,
and thus lower our susceptibility to rumors and bad information.
The chapter explores several simple distance metrics between sources, derived from their
social network. Distance may depend on factors such as whether one source is directly con-
nected to another (e.g., one follows the other in Twitter lingo), whether both are connected
to a common ancestor (e.g., both follow a common source), or whether both are followed by
the same people. By choosing the most dis-similar sources, according to these metrics, we
show that we can indeed suppress more rumors and chain-tweets. The impact of di↵erent
distance metrics on improving credibility assessment is compared.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2.2 describes a set of earlier works
done in field of source selection and fact-finding. Section 5.2 formulates the source selection
problem and then proposes a set of source selection schemes that diversify the collection of
sources passed to the credibility estimator. Evaluation results demonstrating the e↵ect of
source selection in credibility assessment are presented in Section 5.4 followed by conclusion
and future research direction.
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5.2 Source Selection in Social Sensing
Social sensing applications that exploit social networks (e.g., Twitter) allow users to report
events that are not entirely experienced or verified by themselves. This is because individuals
are able to reproduce claims that they heard from others. We argue that if information can
be collected from a diverse set of sources who have a weak “social” connection between them,
there is a higher chance that the information collected thereby would be more independent,
allowing a more informed judgment to be made regarding its reliability. This motivates
diversifying source selection in social sensing. In the following, we use the terms users,
sources and nodes as well as the terms tweets, feeds, claims and observations interchangeably.
5.2.1 Online User Social Graph and Source Dependence
In any online community platform or online social network, each user maintains a virtual
relationship with a set of other users. This relationship entails some degree of information
sharing. For example, on YouTube, a user may subscribe for videos posted by another user
so that the former gets a notification when the later uploads a new video. In Facebook, there
is an explicit friend relationship and a membership of a fan-page of another well-known user.
Google+ has more granularity like friends, family members, acquaintances, and other groups,
called circles. In this chapter, we consider a Twitter-based social sensing application, which
allows a follower-followee relation. A user following another user means that the former
intends to receive the posts made by the latter. We say that if user i follows user j, i is the
follower and j is the followee. In Twitter, a user can arbitrarily choose which other users to
follow, although the converse is not true. That is, a person can not make another user to
follow them (a person can, however, block another user from following).
We leverage this relationship in Twitter to form a social graph among users. We represent
each user by a vertex in the graph. A directed edge from one vertex to another denotes that
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the latter follows the former. We use the notation i ! j to denote an edge in the graph
meaning that user i follows user j. Sometimes, a user may not directly follow another, but
can follow transitively via a set of intermediate followees. We refer to this as a follow chain.
We use i!k j to denote such a chain with k edges in between. Obviously, i! j = i!1 j.
If i follows j via more than one path, i !k j designates the one with the least number of
hops. We also use F (i) to denote the set of users that a node i follows, that is, the set of
followees of node i.
It is reasonable to argue that if source i directly follows source j, reports posted by j would
be visible to i, making the information posted by i potentially not original. Another possi-
bility could be that both source i and j have another source in common that both of them
follow (i.e., they have a common followee). In that case, the common followee may impact
both of them, making their observations mutually dependent. In order to extract reliable
information from user-generated tweets, our intention is to gather tweets from independent
sources to maximize the odds of originality of the information (or equivalently minimize the
chance that these users influenced one another in making their tweets). The question is how
to reduce potential dependence among users as a function of the aforementioned relationship
between them. In the following, we formulate the source selection problem.
5.2.2 Source Selection Problem Formulation
We construct a dependence graph consisting of sources as vertices and directed edges between
vertices as an indication whether or not a source is potentially dependent on another source
(e.g., receives their tweets). Weights assigned to edges reflect the degree to which such
influence can happen. These weights depend on the characteristics of the social network and
the underlying relationship among sources in the social graph. In the context of Twitter,
we simply use the follow relationship between sources. If we consider the follow relationship
to be the only way sources could be dependent, the proposed dependence graph is identical
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to the Twitter social graph itself. In general, it is reasonable to assume that other forms of
dependence may also exist.
Let G = (V,E) be the dependence graph, where an edge ij indicates source i is poten-
tially dependent on j. Each edge ij is assigned a dependence score, fij, that estimates the
probability of such dependence. That is, with probability fij, source i could make the same
or similar claims as source j. Many factors a↵ect these dependence scores. For example,
when a source directly follows another source it is more dependent on its followee than a
source that follows the same followee via a longer follow chain. The number of common
followees between a pair sources can also be an indication of dependence between them. If
a given pair of nodes have a large number of common followees, they are prone to be more
dependent than a pair that have fewer common followees or no followees at all. Whatever the
cause of dependence between sources is—that we describe in the subsequent subsection in
more detail—we aim to choose a subset of sources that have the least amount of dependence
among them.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that the dependence graph, G, is a complete
graph. That means, fij exists for every pair of sources i and j (fij can be assumed to be zero
if no influence exists between the corresponding sources). We are interested in estimating to
what extend a source can make an independent claim, although its claims can be influenced
by those made by others. We define an overall independence score for each source that gives
the probability that it is not influenced by other sources in making a claim. This score,
denoted by  (i) for source i, can be defined as:
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 (i) = P [i is independent in making claims]
=
nY
j=1
P [i is not dependent on j]
=
nY
j=1
(1  fij) (5.1)
One important property of independence score (we shall henceforth refer to as  -score) is
that a source cannot have this score in isolation. It is rather a functional form of dependence
on other sources. From the definition, we observe that  (i) = 1 means that source i is
absolutely independent (not dependent on any other sources in consideration). We also
notice that the  -score declines for a source if the source is influenced by more other sources.
To diversify the collection of sources, we consider only a subset of sources whose sum of
independence scores is maximum subject to the constraint that no individual source has an
independence score below certain threshold. Let this threshold be ⌧ . That is, we want to
compute the subset of selected sources S ✓ V that maximizes the sum of  -scores. Therefore,
we have:
max
X
i2S
Y
j2S
(1  fij) (5.2)
s.t.
Y
j2S
(1  fij)   ⌧, 8i 2 S (5.3)
Note that, individual sources can also have some kind of influence factor associated with
them that can be inferred from the number of followers. If a source has many followers, it
may mean that this source produces observations that other users find reliable. This is a
source ranking problem and has been addressed in prior work. In this dissertation, we do
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not address source ranking. Instead, we verify the promise that diversifying the sources can
improve the performance of a subsequent ranking algorithm.
The optimization problem stated by Equation 5.2 can be shown to be an IP (Integer
Programming) problem, and is therefore NP-Hard. We can use a greedy approximation by
building the solution incrementally. The greedy algorithm assumes that all candidate sources
are available apriori so that the source selection can pick a subset of them. Sometimes the
set of sources is not known beforehand. Rather, new sources are discovered as they arrive
incrementally. In that case, an online algorithm seems more appropriate.
We consider a system where a stream of tweets arrives at a processing station. Our source
selection scheme acts as an admission controller that needs to make an online assessment
regarding whether or not a new source is to be selected based on the relationships it has with
respect to other sources selected earlier. If the source is selected, all tweets originated from
that source are admitted, and will be passed to the actual processing engine as they arrive.
Otherwise, the source is not admitted and all tweets from that source will be dropped. Hence,
our online admission controller is a simple gate that admits tweets based on which source
they are coming from. An advantage of admission control as described above is that it is fast
and easy. In particular, it is based on sources and not on the content of tweets. In principle,
better admission controllers can consider content as well, but they will be significantly slower.
Hence, we restrict our notion of data sampling to the granularity of entire sources, making
it a source selection scheme. In the following, we compare performance of di↵erent source
selection schemes.
5.3 Online Admission Control
The online admission controller makes a decision regarding each tweet upon its arrival to the
system. If the source associated with the tweet is already admitted, the tweet is passed to the
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next step. If not, the candidacy of the source is evaluated in terms of how independent this
source is with respect to the earlier admitted sources. The admission controller computes
the  -score of the incoming source and then accepts it only if its  -score remains above an
admission threshold, ⌧ . Otherwise, it is denied. Let S be the set of sources that have been
admitted so far. The source denial rule, as per Equation 5.3, is:
Denial rule for source i:
Y
j2S
(1  fij) < ⌧ (5.4)
For a certain definition of fij and the associated admission threshold, ⌧ , we can formulate a
set of di↵erent admission controllers as we describe in the following. In all admission control
schemes, if not otherwise stated, admission decisions are final: once admitted, a source is
not revoked from the admitted set. In the following discussion, let i be the source who is
seeking admission.
1. No direct follower:
fij =
8>><>>:
1 if i follows j
0 otherwise
⌧ =1
Deny, if the source is a direct follower of another admitted source. Recall that if source i
follows any of the earlier admitted sources in S, that is, for some j 2 S, fij = 1, it leads to
 (i) = 0, thus violating the admission condition.
2. No direct follower as well as no common followee:
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fij =
8>><>>:
1 if i! j _ F (i) \ F (j) 6= ;
0 otherwise
⌧ =1
Deny, if the source directly follows someone in the set or has at least one followee in common
with another admitted source.
3. No descendants:
fij =
8>><>>:
1 if i!k j, 0 < p < 1
0 otherwise
⌧ =1
Deny, if the source is a follower of another admitted source possibly via a set of intermediate
followees.
4.  -controller: This controller selects sources that progressively improve the sum of  -scores
as per Equation 5.2, while satisfying the constraint 5.3 for each individual admitted source.
This controller treats transitive follower-followee relationship among sources and defines the
following dependence function:
fij =
8>><>>:
pk if i!k j
0 otherwise
(5.5)
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for some constant p < 1. We used, p = 12 .
Let B(S) be the sum of  -scores of admitted sources, i.e, B(S) =
P
j2S  (j). Let i be the
new source. The scheme computes:
 0(i) =
Y
j2S[{i}
(1  fij), 8i 2 S [ {i} (5.6)
B(S) =
X
j2S
 (j) (5.7)
B0(S) =
X
j2S[{i}
 0(j) (5.8)
The scheme then admits i only if  0(i)   ⌧ and B0(S) > B(S). Note that, when a new
source is admitted, the scores of some earlier admitted sources may decrease (this is because
they may be followers of this newly admitted source). Upon admittance of the new source,
those scores are updated. Among possible choices, we consider two versions of  -controllers,
with ⌧ = 0, 1. The one with ⌧ = 0 does not check individual  -scores but admits sources as
long as they improve B(S), whereas ⌧ = 1 denies a new source if it has any link with any of
the earlier admitted sources (i.e.,   < 1) and also fails to improve B(S).
Admission Control Logic
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Source<source, tweet>
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Tweet
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Crediability Assessor
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Figure 5.1: Schematic model of the admission controller with Apollo’s pipeline.
Complexity of Admission Controllers: Once accepted, a source is not rejected later, and
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vice versa. So the decision about a particular source can be stored in a hash table. Once a
source arrives, whether that source had already been explored or not, can be checked in O(1)
time and the stored decision can be used. If the incoming node is previously unexplored,
the admission controller needs to decide about it. For controllers 1 to 3, this decision
requires O(out(i)) computations, where out(i) is the outdegree of i in the dependence graph.
The method is simply to check whether any of those outdegree vertices belong to the set of
already decided sources.  -controllers consider ingoing edges also, so it takes O(out(i)+in(i))
computation per admission decision. In short, admission cost of a new source is at worst
in the order of its degree in the dependency graph. But it is O(1) lookup for all the tweets
that come from it thereafter. Moreover, social graphs tend to have a power law degree
distribution, so very few nodes will require a high computation time for the decision.
5.3.1 System Design and Implementation
Our admission controller is used in association with a fact-finding tool or a credibility as-
sessment engine. The engine tries to extract summary information of high quality from a
pool of many unreliable claims. Apollo [32] is the engine used. Apollo receives a stream of
tweets from which it derives credibility scores of sources and claims (i.e., tweets). Given a
source-claim matrix containing which source makes which claims, Apollo uses an expectation-
maximization (EM) technique [33] that iteratively assigns truth values to those claims and
correctness probabilities to sources, so that the expected likelihood of these assignments is
maximized. Once the iterations converge, Apollo outputs the top credible sources and top
credible tweets made by those sources.
Apollo assumes that all sources are independent. Our admission controller filters out
tweets before they are fed into the Apollo engine such that the surviving ones are more
likely to be independent indeed. Figure 5.1 shows the design of the whole pipeline.
The pipeline is implemented as a set of stages processing a stream of tweets in JSON
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format. A parser extracts various information components from each tweet entry. There are
two main components to extract: user information, usually a unique Id and screen name
of the source who tweeted the current tweet, and the tweet string itself. The admission
controller maintains a source information base that is updated as it encounters new sources.
Upon encountering a new user, the “source crawler” contacts to the twitter server and
collects the Twitter record of that particular user, which includes additional information
such as the user’s screen name, location, profile url, the number of followers and the number
and identities of followees this user has. If not otherwise restricted by any privacy setting
for this user, the crawler also collects the complete list of followees (i.e., the other users
that this user follows in twitter’s user space). As more and more sources are encountered, a
social graph among users is constructed. This social graph is stored in a database and is an
essential element for source admission control.
An admission controller logic unit implements the admission control rules described in
Section 5.3. It computes dependence scores between pairs of sources and admits new sources
as permitted by the corresponding admission rules. When an incoming source is admitted,
the associated tweet entry is passed to the next processing stage within Apollo.
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5.4 Evaluation
We evaluated our source selection schemes using two twitter datasets. One is for Egypt
unrest, collected in February 2011, during a massive public uprising against the ruling gov-
ernment in Cairo. Another dataset is from hurricane Irene, one of the costliest hurricanes on
record in the Northeastern United States, collected in August 2011, when it made landfall
near New York City. In both cases, we collected thousands of tweets as posted or shared
by online users as the events unfolded during those times (Table 5.1. We were interested
in extracting a smaller subset of high quality information on the progress of these events as
computed by the find-finder engine, Apollo. The question is whether a significant improve-
ment occurs in distilling the most credible tweets due to the source diversification process
described earlier in this chapter.
Table 5.1: Statistics of two datasets
Dataset Egypt unrest Hurricane Irene
Time duration 18 days ⇡ 7 days
# of tweets 1,873,613 387,827
# of users crawled 5,285,160 2,510,316
# of users actually twitted 305,240 261,482
# of follower-followee links 10,490,098 3,902,713
In Twitter, both the number of followers and followees per user observe a power law
distribution (i.e., heavy tail distribution). More precisely, there exists a very large number
of users who have only a few followers, whereas a few sources may have an extremely large
number of followers. The same is true for the number of followees. Figure 5.2(a) plots the
complementary cumulative distribution (CCDF) of the number of followers and followees per
source across all users recorded in the Egypt dataset and Irene dataset. The CCDF depicts
what fraction of users have the number of followers or followees greater than a given number
appearing in x-axis.
In Figure 5.2(a), we observe that the number of followers per user, in both datasets, is
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larger than the number of followees per user. This is why the followee curve in the plot lies
beneath the follower curve. That means for a given number, x, the number of users having
follower count equal to or greater than x is larger than the number of users having the same
number of followees or more. It is quite natural in Twitter. Usually for most users, the
number of followers is greater than the number of followees. To illustrate this, we also plot
the ratio of follower count to followee count (↵-ratio) in Figure 5.2(b). We see that in both
datasets only a very small fraction of users have non-zero follower and followee count (1.7%
for Egypt dataset and 2.4% for Irene dataset). And nearly 1% users have more followers
than followees (↵-ratio > 1). Moreover, a very few of them have a magnitude order of more
followers than followees. These are mostly popular entities, such as celebrities, international
organizations, and news media sources.
Next, we present results from various admission controllers that we described in Sec-
tion 5.3. We compare no admission control, no follower (No FLWR), no common followee
(No CF) and no descendant (No DT), and  -controller (Beta). Our two datasets have two
distinct properties. For instance, the Egypt dataset contains a large number of users who are
connected by links (they have follower-followee relationship). To demonstrate the promise
of independent sources, we clean this dataset by eliminating tweets from all those users who
do not have any link with any other sources. That means socially isolated sources are not
considered. This is important because these sources are trivially independent, hence are
admitted by almost all admission schemes. However, we were not able to do that same for
Irene dataset, because doing so leaves us only a few users (2,952 out of 261,482). We instead
keep the Irene dataset as it is and demonstrate the performance of our admission controllers
for the case when there is less connectivity in the underlying social network. Conceptually,
our admission controllers, by their very design, exploit links between sources to choose in-
dependent sources, if there is any; otherwise, they remain indi↵erent to sources and do no
harm to the usual operation.
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We evaluate the improvement in performance attained by these admission controllers in
Apollo’s ability to select credible tweets. We assess exactly what fraction of tweets were
“good” in that they reported true facts (as determined by human ranking). This fraction
defines the quality of the result. Hence, once Apollo returns the top tweets, we ask volunteers
to grade these tweets by placing them in one of the following two categories:
• Fact : A claim that describes a physical event or an instance that is generally observable
by many individuals independently and can be corroborated by sources external to the
experiment (e.g., news media).
• Other: An expression of one’s personal feeling, experiences, or sentiments. Remarks
that cannot be corroborated. Unrelated random text and less meaningful tweets.
Results are shown for both the Egypt dataset and the Irene dataset in Figure 5.3. Apollo
was run with each of the admission control options, and used to return a ranking of top tweets
per day in each case. For Egypt dataset, the top 5 tweets per day were selected for grading
resulting in a total of 90 tweets graded per experiment (i.e., per admission control option).
For Irene dataset, we choose 150 tweets (top 5 tweets per hour for 30 hours). We built
a web interface where volunteers could grade these tweets without revealing which tweets
were selected in which experiment (i.e., with which admission controller). Once tweets were
graded, a quality score for each experiment results was computed as the fraction of tweets
that have been identified as fact. If more than one volunteer graded the same results and
di↵ered in classifying a certain tweet, we used the average score.
Figure 5.3 presents the relative quality scores of various admission control schemes with
respect to “no admission control” scheme. In plots, “Beta 1.0” stands for  -controller with
threshold, ⌧ = 1.0. We observe that in general  -controllers result in better quality scores.
That establishes our hypothesis that diversifying sources does indeed improve the quality
of information distillation. We present results with two tweeting options, i) with retweets
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and ii) without retweets. The latter option discards all tweets that are explicitly tagged
by their sources as “retweets” (i.e., a repeat of tweets posted earlier). We observe that,
in both datasets, experiments with no-retweet option produce higher quality scores. This
is because they eliminate multiple reporting of the same tweets leaving mostly the tweets
experienced or encountered by the respective individuals. For Egypt dataset, simple admis-
sion heuristics such as ‘no follower’, ‘no common followee’ and ‘no descendant’ schemes have
slightly lower quality scores compared to no admission scheme, but for Irene dataset, they
produce considerably higher scores (for no-retweets). Since Irene dataset has limited con-
nectivity,  -controllers could not perform well for it but simply reproduced the base results
for with-retweets option, and slightly improved results for no-retweets option.
Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 show the percentage of sources and tweets that each admission
controller admits for two datasets. It is apparent that some admission schemes are more
pessimistic in the sense that they admit fewer sources (and tweets thereby) than others. For
Egypt dataset, on an average 15–20% tweets have been pruned by the admission controllers.
For Irene dataset, however, admission rates across various admission controllers are consider-
ably high because of the disconnected nature of the underlying social network. Even though
the amount of pruning is very small in numbers for Irene dataset, the triage eventually has
significant improvements in quality scores (see Figure 5.3(b)).
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.2: (a) Complementary distribution (CCDF) of follower and followee count per
user, (b) CCDF of ↵-ratio per user, in Egypt dataset.
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(a) Egypt dataset
(b) Irene dataset
Figure 5.3: Relative quality scores across di↵erent admission control schemes.
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(a) With retweets
(b) Without retweets
Figure 5.4: Admission controller statistics for di↵erent admission schemes (Egypt dataset).
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(a) With retweets
(b) Without retweets
Figure 5.5: Admission controller statistics for di↵erent admission schemes (Irene dataset).
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5.5 Conclusion
We demonstrated that diversifying the sources can improve the results of extracting high
quality information (i.e., facts or credible claims) from human-generated content. Human
sources on social networks may describe events that do not constitute their own independent
observations. This lack of independent corroboration may a↵ect the process of extracting
useful information in human generated content. We shows that by considering sources who
have more chances of being independent, such adverse e↵ects can significantly reduced.
We considered a fact extraction problem from a large collection of user-generated tweets
during two recent events, namely the Egypt unrest and hurricane Irene. We built di↵erent
online admission controllers that filter tweets based on their sources and feed them into
the fact-finding engine, Apollo. We observed that by admitting tweets from a set of more
“diverse” sources the fact-finding results significantly were significantly improved. In the
current implementation, as a proof-of-concept, we leveraged the “follow” relationship be-
tween online users in twitter as an indication of dependence between them. Other attributes
that might potentially make sources dependent, such as geographic locations or communities
to which users belong, could be investigated in the future.
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CHAPTER 6
MAKING APOLLO REAL-TIME AND
DISTRIBUTED
6.1 Toward Online Real-Time Social Data Distillation
In the basic version of Apollo, we presented data distillation service when the whole network
of sources and claims are given at once. In the first section of this chapter, we investigate
the problem of online real-time social data distillation when the network of sources and
claims are gradually revealed over time as the sensing activities progress. The result of data
distillation also need to accomplish as soon as the next part of the data arrive so that it can
handle continuous streams of social data.
6.1.1 Design Approach
As a baseline attempt, we divide the stream of data into chunks. Depending on the purpose
of the application, the size of each chunk (measured by time) varies. Each chunk of data
is considered as a complete dataset. The data chunk then be fed into the data distillation
engine and output shall be produced for the next component in the data processing pipeline.
This approach is called Small Batch Mode
We then proposed the Real-time Mode, in which, credibility of each claim will be assessed
as soon as it arrives. Credibility of sources making that claim will be also updated according
to an updating rule. Via this updating fashion, credibility estimation of sources shall be
improved over time.
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Based on these simple designs, we build an application which allows users to observe
important events in real-time. The application allows users to create queries which identify
events of interest. The application then continously collects data from the social stream
provided by Twitter and presents distillation result in real-time with di↵erent time window
sizes for di↵erent levels of sumarization. Even with this simple approach, as we have observed,
the application shows considerable promise in providing users with objective report for on-
going events.
In this real-time application, data is passed from components to components via Linux
pipes. Bu↵ers and queues are implemented simply by temporaty directories in standard
Linux file-system. Each query comprises a set of keywords and/or a geo fence. Tweets
having specified keyword or within the geo fence shall be harvested from the data stream.
Figure 6.1 shows example of a query created via the user interface of the application.
Once a query is provided, a task will be created. A task is an abstraction of a real-
time event which being monitored. The task includes all processes, metadata, and data
for the event. The status of a task is stored in a text file in JSON format. There is a
central background process continously checking and updating statuses of tasks. Task is
manipulated via editing the task description file. Figure 6.2 shows how user can interact
with tasks. User can pause, resume, or delete a task. User can also export all collected data
for more sophisticated and expensive o✏ine analysises.
6.1.2 Implementation
Small Batch Mode In our first implementation attempt, tweets are collected by chunk
with di↵erent sizes (particularly in 5, 30, and 60 minutes). The most important claims
of each chunk shall be presented. Figure 6.3 shows how monitoring result of an event is
presented to end users.
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2.  Demo : 
•  We can ask Apollo to distill micro-blog (Twitter) data on specific topics (by keywords) originating 
from a specific area of the world (drag and drop a pointer and set radius) 
Figure 6.1: The User Interface to create query for real-time event monitoring.
Real-time Mode So far, we have assumed the network of sources and claims is available
at once before being fed into the distillation engine. This assumption holds when all data has
been gathered and users of the application can wait for the result to be processed. However,
there are applications in which having result available in a timely fashion is critical. In such
cases, we propose following extension for the distillation engine which processes data as it
arrives, and does not need the whole network of sources and claims for assessment. The
basic idea behind this extension is that Apollo will maintain a database of credibility of
sources, and as new claims arrive, Apollo uses current knowledge about sources credibility
to assess claims, and also updates source credibility based on the newly observed claims.
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Figure 6.2: The User Interface to manage real-time event monitoring tasks.
The extension is presented as following.
As claim Cj arrives at time t, we estimate
Cj = 1.0 
MY
i=1
(1.0  A[i, j]St 1i ) (6.1)
Then we update credibility of sources as following
Sti =  
t↵St 1i +  
t(1  ↵)CjA[i, j] (6.2)
In which, Cj represents credibility score of claim j, Sti represents latest credibility score of
source i at up time t. A[i, j] is equal to 1 if source i makes claim j and equal to 0 otherwise.
Initially, S0i is assigned to a prior probability that a claim made by an arbitrary source is
true.  t is a normalized factor at time t to make sure that credibility of all sources agree to
an average credibility score.
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4.   Demo : 
•  In the real-time mode, data are streamed and distilled at multiple time intervals (larger intervals 
offer more refined data)  
Figure 6.3: Example from a real-time event monitoring task.
6.1.3 Evaluation
We evaluate the real-time extension on two application: geo-tagging and time-line recovery.
• Geo-tagging: In this “toy” example, we represent the general category of applications
where participants search for occurrences of observations of interest and upload to a
central server the location tags of such observations. Detecting invasive species in the
“What’s Invasive” campaign [30] is an instance of such applications.
• Human Sensors: In this application, humans act as the sensors, simply tweeting about
what they see. Apollo identifies what it believes to be the most credible tweets. We
show that Apollo can identify important events as they occur and matches well events
reported by the media.
Geo-tagging In our simulation, participants have a certain probability Pr to continue
walking and probability 1  Pr to stop and return at each forking of the trail. Participants
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who decide to continue have equal odds to select the left and right path. We assume that
there is a litter cleaning service run by park that will periodically clean all the litters found
in the park. Hence the reported litter locations vary over time. In the experiment, we choose
a binary tree with a depth of 4 as the trail map of the park. 50 participants are visiting the
park. The pollution ratio of the park is defined as the number of litter locations to the total
number of locations in the park. It is set to 0.1. The probability people continue to walk
past a fork of a path is set to 95%.
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Figure 6.4: Comparing batch distillation, small window batch distillation, and real-time
distillation of geo-tagging application.
We compare the batch mode with all claims are provided at once, small batch mode
(distillation of small chunks of data from each time windows), and the real-time extesion
mode in which claims are assessed as they arrive and credibility of sources is updated as time
progresses. The result shows that the accuracy and recall of real-time mode even though are
not as good as in batch mode, the tradeo↵ performance is acceptable; and the real-time mode
outperforms small batch mode. Figure 6.4 shows the ROC for performance comparison.
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Figure 6.5: Comparing real-time mode with batch and small batch mode
Time-line recovery Real-time mode extension:
We evaluate the real-time mode extension in this application. The result shows that real-
time mode outperforms the small batch mode (when the window is small enough). Figure
6.5 shows the detailed results in the Egypt dataset. On a side note, the compuation time of
real-time mode is significantly lower than the small batch mode. In the Egypt dataset case,
on the same hardware configuration, it takes on average about 26 minutes to process data of
each hour in small batch mode, while it takes on average under 8 minutes in real-time mode.
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Figure 6.6: Computing Distribution Time of Centralized Apollo
6.2 Toward A Scalable and Distributed System for Social Data
Distillation
The current centralized implementation of Apollo has following bottlenecks: (i) Clustering
claims is done in one process only, which makes it problematic when the stream of data
has more claims than a process can handle in the chosen time window; and (ii) EM style
calculation for credibility of sources and claims also done via a single process. Figure 6.6
show computing time distribution of Apollo in di↵erent stages in centralized implemenation.
As we can see, clustering and fact-finding time dominate the whole distillation process.
Based on above observation, we focus on making the clustering and fact-finding process
scalable and distributed.
6.2.1 Design and Implementation Approach
To make Apollo distributed, data and computing result need to be moved around a cluster
of computers e↵ectively. Among di↵erent options, we chose ZeroMQ [34] for its simplicity
and proven performance.
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Figure 6.7: Workflow of an Apollo task
As in centralized Apollo, queries are handled by a computing abstraction called task. In
distributed Apollo, a task has a configuration file (see Appendix B for an example of such
a file) and the task runtime engine will use that configuration file to create and distribute
computation accross machines in the cluster.
All processes of Apollo real-time tasks are controled by a background process called
TaskManager. TaskManager takes a task configuration file as a ”recipe” and create pro-
cesses with appropriate parametters for the task. TaskManager returns an URL for each
task, with which users can observe sumarization of the event in real-time from a web brower.
The overview of workflow of Apollo task is shown in Figure 6.7.
Scaling up Clustering Process Clustering has been always the most significant bottle-
neck of Apollo so far. There is extensive bodies of work on clustering so far [35]. Among the
known algorithms, we chose Canopy Clustering (for its scalability and ease of distributed im-
plementation) as part of built-in algorithm for distributed Apollo. More information about
Canopy Clustering can be found here [36]. We integrate this algorithm into Apollo from a
base implementation from Mahout [37]. The integrated system works as following.
As each chunk of data need to be clustered available, we consider the size of the collection.
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Figure 6.8: Clustering time comparison of centralized Apollo vs distributed Apollo
As it will be shown, the fixed overhead of the distributed clustering implementation is not
neglegible. In our experiment cluster, it took about 5 minutes for the distributed clustering
component to cluster a minimal set of claims. The overhead is mainly due to setting up and
tearing down computing workers and shared data repository on di↵erent machines. Due to
this, if the size of the claim set is smaller than a threshold, the centralized clustering algorithm
is employed. Otherwise, the claim set will be sent to a Mahout cluster and appropriate
clustering job shall be created by Apollo. The clustering result then be interpreted back
to Apollo format and the normal distillation process is continued. The computing time
comparision of the centralized and distributed clustering is shown in Figure 6.8. As we can
see, if the claim set is smaller than 4000 items, centralized implementation takes less time
and the distributed implementation. We chose this as the trigger point to send data for
distributed clustering component.
In our experimental implementation, the distributed clustering run in a cluster of 10
servers, each with 4 computing cores, 16G RAM, 2TB RAID-1 hard-drive, the servers in
this cluster are connected by dual Gigabit links. The centralized clustering algorithm is run
on a single server with 6 computing cores, 32G RAM, 2TB RAID-1 hard-drive.
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Scaling up Fact-finding Process Apollo was designed with a goal that each component
(crawling, clustering, fact-finding, result representing, etc.) only need to agree to fixed inter-
faces (which are reprented by the formats of the data exchanged among components); beyond
that, the components are not restricted to any particular implementation requirement. In
centralized Apollo, the fact-finding component has three di↵erent implementations for three
di↵erent fact-finding algorithms from as simple as voting, to as complicated as EM-style
fact-finding. To scale up the fact-finding process, we need to provide Apollo with a scalable
implementation option. Fortunately, as the result represented in the real-time Apollo, the
real-time extension of Apollo show encouraging performance advantage.
We improve the real-time extension by storing crediblity of sources in a distributed
database (we use HBase in this case), a collection of fact-finding processes can handle mul-
tiple claims as they arrive and then update credibility of relevant sources accordingly. We
assume that each source shall not produce a large number of claims simultaneously, thus,
the requirement on real-time consistency of an o↵-the-shell distributed database like HBase
is su cient. The performance result shows that the distributed fact-finding component de-
signed as described gives a performance boost propotionally to the number of distributed
fact-finding worker processes.
6.3 Conclusion and Future Work
We also presented the design approaches, experimental implementations, and initial
evaluation results for two extensions of Apollo to make it able to handle real-time data
streams, as well as able to be deployed in a distributed manner for better scalability. The
results show promise for future production-grade implementation. We would like to leave a
more sophisticated distributed fact-finding algorithm as part of future works of Apollo.
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CHAPTER 7
RELATED WORK
7.1 Communication Layer
7.1.1 A Control Theory Approach to Throughput Optimization in
Multi-Channel Collection Sensor Networks
Data collection from static nodes is one of the most important problems in sensor networks.
Examples of data collection networks include habitat monitoring [38], structural monitor-
ing [39], countersniper protection [40], and applications of TinyDB [41]. The importance of
this network model leads to several network protocols that are optimized for data collec-
tion applications. For example directed di↵usion [42] allows sinks to declare interests that
facilitate data collection from the network.
This dissertation presents a protocol for load balancing across channels for throughput
maximization. The idea of using multiple channels in wireless networks is not new. One
example of a multi-channel MAC-layer protocol is MMAC [6], proposed for wireless com-
munication using 802.11. However, as clearly articulated in [43], protocols used for 802.11
nodes are too heavy-weight for sensor networks. There were also schemes based on frequency
hopping [44, 45]. These schemes all require nodes to switch among channels frequently even
when there is no need for transmission. With current technology, these schemes are not
well-suited for wireless sensor network devices in which the time to switch channels is non-
negligible and the power consumption for switching is a major disadvantage. Furthermore,
they also require synchronization among nodes which makes them even harder to apply to
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wireless sensor networks. There exists other work on exploiting frequency diversity based on
devices with multiple radio interfaces [46, 7] or with interfaces which can listen simultane-
ously on di↵erent channels [5, 4]. We have not observed any hardware platforms for wireless
sensor networks that support these. In the sensor network domain, only a few papers have
evaluated the use of multiple channels in communication [8, 47]. Unfortunately, they did so
in simulation.
Our study is the first implementation and empirical evaluation of a sensor network-based
data collection protocol that utilizes multiple channels for improving throughput and uses
feedback control to adaptively allocate nodes to channels for best use of channel diversity.
A novel aspect of our protocol is the use of control theory for adapting channel allocation.
7.1.2 A Practical Multi-Channel Media Access Control Protocol for
Wireless Sensor Networks
The idea of multi-channel MAC protocols is not new in the wireless network research com-
munity. In the ad-hoc network domain, there have already been some practical systems
utilizing multiple channels for communication. However, most of them have a very simple
network topology, assuming only one base-station with the remaining nodes communicating
with the base-station within only one hop. Others use heavy-weight protocols which are not
suitable for sensor network devices [43].
There has also been work based on channel hopping [44, 45]. These schemes require
synchronization and frequent switching among channels even when there is no need for
communication. Unless supported by the physical layer, switching channels in sensor devices
costs a great deal of time and energy which makes these schemes unattractive for WSNs.
In our experiments with MicaZ motes [48], the time to switch between two channels and
wait until the frequency synthesizer stabilizes is roughly equal to the time to transmit one
packet. Therefore, nodes which frequently switch channels run out of battery faster than
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other nodes. Although the radio technology is advancing, it is nontrivial to reduce the cost
of channel switching in such strictly constrained devices as sensor nodes. There exist e↵orts
applied for devices with multi-radio interfaces [7, 46], or with specially designed interfaces
which can listen simultaneously to di↵erent channels [5, 4]. However, as we have observed,
hardware equipped with one half-duplex radio interface are much more popular.
There are also e↵orts in industry which utilize multi-channel radios. TSMP [49] main-
tains synchronization among nodes. Nodes employ frequency hopping according to a shared
pseudo-random schedule. TSMP requires both sychronization and frequent channel switch-
ing. There is also ongoing e↵ort on the SP100.11a standard [50]. This standard uses a
simplified 3-channel hopping scheme. Sexton and others have documented narrow band
fading problems and promote multi-channel communication as added diversity.
Finally, there are results in both ad-hoc multi-hop networks and WSNs focusing on systems
with only one half-duplex radio interface [6, 47, 51]. Unfortunately, all of them are done in
simulation and most of them assume that the time to switch channels is negligible. There
are also protocols that have a working implementation showing significant improvements in
total network throughput. However, these protocols are limited to a specific tra c pattern
such as data collection and aggregation [9], or data dissemimation [10, 11]. Networks with
arbitrary tra c patterns are not yet covered.
7.2 Information Layer
7.2.1 Apollo: A Data Distillation Service Social Sensing
Human-centric sensing and in particular participatory sensing has received significant atten-
tion in the past years. Participatory sensing was introduced in [52] and a broad overview of
such applications is summarized in [53]. Some of the early participatory sensing applications
include CenWits [54], a participatory sensor network to search and rescue hikers, CarTel [55],
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a vehicular sensor network for tra c monitoring, and BikeNet [56], a bikers sensor network
for monitoring popular bike routes. More recent applications include CabSense [57] to find
taxi cabs in New York city and a cooperative transit tracking using GPS enabled smart-
phones [31]; or [58] collect trip information from a large fleet of taxi to predict expected
fare and trip duration. Our service, Apollo, can be leveraged by the variety of participatory
sensing applications to distill the sensor data collected and improve their accuracy.
A relevant body of work in the machine learning and data mining communities performs
trust analysis based on the source and claim information network. When seeking to de-
termine whether or not something should be believed, the simplest approach is to take a
vote, accepting the claim supported by the most information sources in a set of mutually
exclusive claims, or those claims supported by a number of sources exceeding a threshold.
However, this implicitly assumes that all information sources are equally trustworthy. Fact-
finders, a class of iterative trust analysis algorithms, avoid this assumption by seeking both
the believability of the claims and the trustworthiness of the sources. In each iteration, the
trustworthiness of each source is calculated from the believability of the claims it makes, and
the believability of each claim is calculated from the trustworthiness of the sources asserting
it, repeating until convergence.
Hubs and Authorities [25], for example, can be adapted as a simple fact-finder whether
the belief in a claim c is B(c) =
P
s2Sc T (s) and the trustworthiness of a source s is
T (s) =
P
c2Cs B(c), where Sc and Cs are the sources asserting a given claim and the claims
asserted by a particular source, respectively. Other straightforward instances of this model
include TruthFinder [59] and the Investment, PooledInvestment and Average·Log algorithms
[21]. Many fact-finders also enhance the basic formula. 3-Estimates [20] rewards sources
that correctly assert highly disputed claims, while AccuVote [60, 61] considers ”source de-
pendence”, where one source derives some of its information from one or more other sources,
e↵ectively boosting the trustworthiness of independent sources. The problem of detecting
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source dependency has also been discussed and solutions have been proposed [62, 63]. Blanco
et al. [64] analyze the source dependency with a focus on copy detection using knowledge
from multiple attributes. Recently, the need for data distillation using credibility is shown
in [65]. [65] proposed an application-specific method to estimate reputation of users to
enhance large scale participatory acoustic sensor data analysis. Apollo can be considered as
a next step toward a general purpose approach of using credibility to enhance data analysis.
Frameworks have been proposed to enhance fact-finding algorithms in general: Pasternack
et al. [21] incorporate prior knowledge concerning the claims (in the form of first-order
logic) into fact-finding to leverage what the user already knows. A consequent piece of
work [66] introduces a broad range of background knowledge into the process. Gupta et
al.[67] account for a source’s varying expertise across di↵erent topics. Additionally, trust
analysis has been done both on a homogeneous network of information providers [68] or
claims [69] and a heterogeneous network consisting of multi-typed objects [70]. We proposed
a maximum likelihood estimator that o↵ers a joint optimal (in the maximum likelihood sense)
estimation on source reliability and claim correctness based on a group of general simplifying
assumptions [71]. In following work, we further extended their model to incorporate the
background bias of a randomly chosen claim to be true and quantified the accuracy of
the maximum likelihood estimation of source reliability [72]. Apollo borrows the idea of
fact-finding from the basic iterative model. In order to support as many di↵erent sensing
applications as possible, we avoid using methods that rely on source-dependence or prior
knowledge.
7.2.2 Source Selection in Social Sensing Applications
Social sensing has received much attention in recent years [73]. This is due to the large
proliferation of devices with sensing and communication capabilities in the possession of
average individuals, as well as the availability of ubiquitous and real-time data sharing
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opportunities via mobile phones with network connection and via social networking sites
(i.e., Twitter). A few early applications include CarTel [74], a vehicular data collection
and sharing system, BikeNet [75], bikers sharing their biking experiences in di↵erent trails,
PhotoNet [76], volunteers collecting pictures from a disaster scene, CenWits [77], search and
rescue scheme for hikers, CabSense [57], participatory sensing application with taxi car fleets,
and ImageScape [78], an application for sharing diet experiences.
Social sensing involves humans as the active data generator. Here, the human acts as
a sensor. One problem with social sensing is the abundance of noisy data, as humans
are not as reliable as well-calibrated sensors. A significant amount of e↵orts have been
made by researchers to extract useful information from a vast pool of such noisy data.
For example, following techniques inspired by generalizations of Google’s PageRank [26],
information can be represented by a source-claim network [25, 79, 80] that simply tells who
said what. An iterative algorithm then tries to reason on this graph to extract out the most
trustworthy information given the degree of corroboration and the inferred source reliability.
Generally these techniques are called fact-finders , a class of iterative algorithms that jointly
infer credibility of claims as well as trustworthiness of sources. Hubs and Authorities [25]
is a simple fact-finder where belief in correctness of a claim is computed as the sum of
trustworthiness of sources who made that claim, and the trustworthiness of a source is in
turn obtained from the beliefs in correctness of the claims it makes. Notable fact-finding
schemes also include TruthFinder [27], 3-Estimates [81], and AccuVote [82, 83].
There are several extensions developed to improve fact-finding results, such as incorporat-
ing prior knowledge [21, 66], and accounting for the source’s expertise in di↵erent topics [84].
Most recently, a maximum likelihood estimation approach was developed that is the first
to compute an optimal solution to the credibility assessment problem [33]. The solution is
optimal in the sense that the resulting assignment of correctness values to claims and sources
is the one of maximum likelihood. Using results on error bounds of maximum-likelihhood
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estimators, a confidence interval is also computed in the maximum-likelihood hypothesis [85].
The problem of information source selection has been discussed in data retrieval and web
context [86, 87, 88] and in query sampling [89, 90, 91]. These works mainly reason on
attributes of sources as well as the content that those sources generate. In contrary, ours is
a content-agnostic approach that rely only on relationship among sources.
In this study, we use Apollo [32] as plug-ins for a versatile set of applications. We use the
aforementioned maximum-likelihood estimator [33] as the fact-finding algorithm in Apollo.
The estimator makes the inherent assumption that observations across di↵erent sources are
independent. Clearly, in practical social sensing applications, such independence may not
be really the case. We demonstrate that the performance of fact-finding can be significantly
improved by using simple heuristics for diversifying sources so that the information network
contains sources that are less dependent on one another.
While diversifying sources would not be needed if one could accurately account for depen-
dence between sources in data credibility assessment, we argue that, in general, estimating
the degree of dependence between sources is very hard. For example, if one source follows
another on Twitter and both report the same observation, it is hard to tell whether the
second report is simply a relay of the first, or is an independent measurement. Given the
ambiguity regarding the originality (versus dependence) of observations, we therefore suggest
that diversifying the sources is a useful technique whether or not credibility assessment can
take dependence into account.
We implemented our resulting source selection scheme as an online admission controller
that is included as an upfront plug-in to the Apollo execution pipeline. Results show that
our admission control can both speed up data processing (by reducing the amount of data
to be processed) and improve credibility estimates (by removing dependent and correlated
sources).
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We presented research results accross two di↵erent layers of data to decision pipelines in em-
bedded and social sensing systems. Starting with solutions that maximize data throughput,
and progressing to solutions that enable computing systems to selectively retain and process
important pieces of information.
This dissertation confirmed the hypothesis that it is possible to build application-
independent data to decision services for embedded and social sensing applications that
can collect data, distill di↵erent data formats including boolean observations, time-series
data, as well as unstructured data such as text and images.
Many interesting aspects of designing a good data distillation service remain candidates
for future work. Importantly, we have not investigated the robustness of the service to
malicious use. In principle, if the algorithm used to determine the credibility of claims is
known, it becomes possible for colluding agents to foil it; a topic we have not addressed.
Individuals can also gain credibility by consistently providing true observations, then exploit
that accumulated credibility to insert bad data into the mix and have it pass the distillation
filter. This problem is common to reputation-based systems. It remains relevant here since
the underlying algorithm tries to estimate source credibility as well. We also have not
addressed the utilization of prior knowledge in the distillation process [24], which, we believe
to be another important extension of Apollo.
This thesis may be the forerunner of a new type of information browsers that collect,
distill, and process real-time information streams in response to user queries. With the
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rising use of social networking sites like Facebook, Twitter, Google+, and alike, information
about the world is produced in real-time in an unprecedented volume and detail. This gives a
unique opportunity for building computing systems that handle real-time data and respond
to queries about current state at di↵erent parts of the world. The possibility exists for most
system builders with the openness of social network sites like Twitter, and Google+, in which
users are encouraged to let their streams of updates publicly accessible.
In events like the Egypt Unrest and Occupy Wall Street, it was clear that social networking
sites become a main mechanism for millions to collaborate, report, and react, towards a
common perception about what was really happening. During these events, millions of
updates were created by thousand or millions of people. It is important for those updates to
be processed, ranked, and distilled so that humans can objectively know what is happening
and make their own judgement.
Distilling a stream of real-time updates from social networks requires a fresh new look at
how a “search engine” should be built on top of the data stream to give the most valuable
information to users. This study is an initial step towards such a search engine.
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APPENDIX A
DETAILED PROOF FOR BAYESIAN APPROACH
Consider an assertion Cj made be several sources Si1 , ..., SiK . Let SikCj denote the fact that
source Sik made assertion Cj. We further assume that Equation (4.5) and Equation (4.6)
hold. In other words:
P (SikCj|Ctj)
P (SikCj)
= 1 +  tikj
P (SikCj|Cfj )
P (SikCj)
= 1 +  fikj
where | tikj| << 1 and | fikj| << 1.
Under these assumptions, we prove that the joint probability P (Si1Cj, Si2Cj, ..., SiKCj),
denoted for simplicity by P (Sourcesj), is equal to the product of marginal probabilities
P (Si1Cj), ..., P (SiKCj).
First, note that, by definition:
P (Sourcesj) = P (Si1Cj, Si2Cj, ..., SiKCj)
= P (Si1Cj, Si2Cj, ..., SiKCj|Ctj)P (Ctj)
+ P (Si1Cj, Si2Cj, ..., SiKCj|Cfj )P (Cfj )
(A.1)
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Using the conditional independence assumption, we get:
P (Sourcesj) = P (C
t
j)
KY
k=1
P (SikCj|Ctj)
+ P (Cfj )
KY
k=1
P (SikCj|Cfj )
(A.2)
Using Equation (4.5) and Equation (4.6), the above can be rewritten as:
P (Sourcesj) = P (C
t
j)
KjY
k=1
(1 +  tikj)
KjY
k=1
P (SikCj)
+ P (Cfj )
KjY
k=1
(1 +  fikj)
KjY
k=1
P (SikCj)
(A.3)
and since | tikj| << 1 and | fikj| << 1, any higher-order terms involving them can be ignored.
Hence,
QKj
k=1(1 +  
t
ikj
) = 1 +
PKj
k=1  
t
ikj
, which results in:
P (Sourcesj) = P (C
t
j)(1 +
KjX
k=1
 tikj)
KY
k=1
P (SikCj)
+ P (Cfj )(1 +
KjX
k=1
 fikj)
KY
k=1
P (SikCj)
(A.4)
Distributing multiplication over addition in Equation (A.4), then using the fact that P (Ctj)+
P (Cfj ) = 1 and rearranging, we get:
P (Sourcesj) =
KjY
k=1
P (SikCj)(1 + Termsj) (A.5)
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where:
Termsj = P (C
t
j)
KjX
k=1
 tikj + P (C
f
j )
KjX
k=1
 fikj (A.6)
Next, it remains to compute Termsj.
Consider  tikj as defined in Equation (4.5). We can rewrite the equation as follows:
 tikj =
P (SikCj|Ctj)  P (SikCj)
P (SikCj)
(A.7)
where by definition, P (SikCj) = P (SikCj|Ctj)P (Ctj) + P (SikCj|Cfj )P (Cfj ). Substituting in
Equation (A.7), we get:
 tikj =
P (SikCj|Ctj)(1  P (Ctj))  P (SikCj|Cfj )P (Cfj )
P (SikCj|Ctj)P (Ctj) + P (SikCj|Cfj )P (Cfj )
(A.8)
Using the fact that 1  P (Ctj) = P (Cfj ) in the numerator, and rearranging, we get:
 tikj =
(P (SikCj|Ctj)  P (SikCj|Cfj ))P (Cfj )
P (SikCj|Ctj)P (Ctj) + P (SikCj|Cfj )P (Cfj )
(A.9)
We can similarly show that:
 fikj =
P (SikCj|Cfj )  P (SikCj)
P (SikCj)
=
P (SikCj|Cfj )(1  P (Cfj ))  P (SikCj|Ctj)P (Ctj)
P (SikCj|Ctj)P (Ctj) + P (SikCj|Cfj )P (Cfj )
=
(P (SikCj|Cfj )  P (SikCj|Ctj))P (Ctj)
P (SikCj|Ctj)P (Ctj) + P (SikCj|Cfj )P (Cfj )
(A.10)
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Dividing Equation (A.9) by Equation (A.10), we get:
 tikj
 fikj
=  P (C
f
j )
P (Ctj)
(A.11)
Substituting for  tikj from Equation (A.11) into Equation (A.6), we get Termsj = 0. Substi-
tuting with this result in Equation (A.5), we get:
P (Sourcesj) =
KjY
k=1
P (SikCj) (A.12)
The above result completes the proof. We have shown that the joint probability
P (Si1Cj, Si2Cj, ..., SiKCj), denoted for simplicity by P (Sourcesj), is well approximated by
the product of marginal probabilities P (Si1Cj), ..., P (SiKCj). Note that, the proof did not
assume independence of the marginals. Instead, it proved the result under the small  ikj
assumption.
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APPENDIX B
TASK CONFIGURATION FILE EXAMPLE
Listing B.1: Example of A Task Configuration File for Distributed Apollo
{
” type ” : ” fac t f i n d e r : bayes ian ” ,
” id ” : ” t e s t bayes ian ” ,
” p lug in s ” : [
{
” type ” : ” da ta sou r c e s : t w i t t e r f i l e s t r e am ” ,
” id ” : ”p1 ” ,
” out p ipe ” : {
” host ” : ” 1 2 7 . 0 . 0 . 1 ” ,
” port ” : 5555 ,
” out types ” : [ ” apo l l o twee t ” ]
} ,
” opt i ons ” : {
” d a t a f i l e ” : ”/ da ta sou r c e s / t w i t t e r f i l e s t r e am / tweets . txt ”
}
} ,
{
” type ” : ” stream chunker : tweet chunker ” ,
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” id ” : ”p2 ” ,
” i n p i p e ” : {
” host ” : ” 1 2 7 . 0 . 0 . 1 ” ,
” port ” : 5555 ,
” i n t yp e s ” : [ ” apo l l o twee t ” ] ,
” pa s s i ng type s ” : [ ” apo l l o twee t ” ]
} ,
” out p ipe ” : {
” host ” : ” 1 2 7 . 0 . 0 . 1 ” ,
” port ” : 6666 ,
” out types ” : [ ” a p o l l o tw e e t p a i r : pa i r ” ,
” a p o l l o tw e e t p a i r : f l u s h ” ] ,
” pa s s i ng type s ” : [ ” apo l l o twee t ” ]
} ,
” opt i ons ” : {
”time window ” : 3600
}
} ,
{
” type ” : ” d i s t a n c e f u n c t i o n s : twee t j a c ca rd ” ,
” id ” : ”p3 ” ,
” i n p i p e ” : {
” host ” : ” 1 2 7 . 0 . 0 . 1 ” ,
” port ” : 6666 ,
” i n t yp e s ” : [ ” a p o l l o tw e e t p a i r : pa i r ” ,
” a p o l l o tw e e t p a i r : f l u s h ” ] ,
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” pa s s i ng type s ” : [ ” apo l l o twee t ” , ” a p o l l o tw e e t p a i r : f l u s h ” ]
} ,
” out p ipe ” : {
” host ” : ” 1 2 7 . 0 . 0 . 1 ” ,
” port ” : 7777 ,
” out types ” : [ ” a p o l l o tw e e t p a i r : d i s t anc e ” ] ,
” pa s s i ng type s ” : [ ” apo l l o twee t ” , ” a p o l l o tw e e t p a i r : f l u s h ” ]
}
} ,
{
” type ” : ” c l u s t e r i n g : b a s i c c l u s t e r i n g ” ,
” id ” : ”p4 ” ,
” i n p i p e ” : {
” host ” : ” 1 2 7 . 0 . 0 . 1 ” ,
” port ” : 7777 ,
” i n t yp e s ” : [ ” a p o l l o tw e e t p a i r : d i s t anc e ” ,
” a p o l l o tw e e t p a i r : f l u s h ” ] ,
” pa s s i ng type s ” : [ ” apo l l o twee t ” , ” a p o l l o tw e e t p a i r : f l u s h ” ]
} ,
” out p ipe ” : {
” host ” : ” 1 2 7 . 0 . 0 . 1 ” ,
” port ” : 8888 ,
” out types ” : [ ” a p o l l o tw e e t c l u s t e r : c l u s t e r ” ] ,
” pa s s i ng type s ” : [ ” apo l l o twee t ” , ” a p o l l o tw e e t p a i r : f l u s h ” ]
} ,
” opt i ons ” : {
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”max distance ” : 0 . 3 ,
”max c lus te r ” : 50000
}
} ,
{
” type ” : ” f a c t f i n d e r s : bayes ian ” ,
” id ” : ”p5 ” ,
” i n p i p e ” : {
” host ” : ” 1 2 7 . 0 . 0 . 1 ” ,
” port ” : 8888 ,
” i n t yp e s ” : [ ” a p o l l o tw e e t c l u s t e r : c l u s t e r ” , ” apo l l o twee t ” ,
” a p o l l o tw e e t p a i r : f l u s h ” ] ,
” pa s s i ng type s ” : [ ” apo l l o twee t ” , ” a p o l l o tw e e t p a i r : f l u s h ” ]
} ,
” out p ipe ” : {
” host ” : ” 1 2 7 . 0 . 0 . 1 ” ,
” port ” : 9999 ,
” out types ” : [ ” ap o l l o c r e d : c l u s t e r ” , ” apo l l o c r e d : source ” ] ,
” pa s s i ng type s ” : [ ” apo l l o twee t ” , ” a p o l l o tw e e t p a i r : f l u s h ” ,
” a p o l l o tw e e t c l u s t e r : c l u s t e r ” ]
}
} ,
{
” type ” : ” f a c t f i n d e r s i n k : b a s i c s i n k ” ,
” id ” : ”p6 ” ,
” i n p i p e ” : {
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” host ” : ” 1 2 7 . 0 . 0 . 1 ” ,
” port ” : 9999 ,
” i n t yp e s ” : [ ” apo l l o c r e d : c l u s t e r ” , ” apo l l o c r e d : source ” ,
” apo l l o twee t ” , ” a p o l l o tw e e t p a i r : f l u s h ” ,
” a p o l l o tw e e t c l u s t e r : c l u s t e r ” ]
} ,
” opt i ons ” : {
” output d i r ” : ”/workf lows / bayes ian / t e s t o u t pu t d i r ”
}
} ,
{
” type ” : ” f a c t f i n d e r v i ew : ba s i c v i ew ” ,
” id ” : ”p7 ” ,
” opt ions ” : {
” i npu t d i r ” :
”/workf lows / bayes ian / t e s t o u t pu t d i r ”
}
}
]
}
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